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vision for remedying physical evil," and
made this ‘provision for every living
thing and being toa limited extent; and

vicarious suffering and aid ard

must we not expect some provision for
remedying moral evil to a limited ex:
tent?

offerings
and
And whether this offering b

©

=

Rety

BY REV. R. DUNN, D. D.

minis-

with seri-

"ous skeptical objections to the doctrineof
vicarious atonement, adi@mpanied by a
request for & brief statement of the inseems

to be

persistency

or

than this. That one party is presented as
suffering for another is assumed to be an
exhibition

of cruelty,

a

and

religion involving this doctrine is declared absurd.

teaches

nature

If, however,

the same doctrine, then the quarrel is not
with the’ Bible, but with ‘natuf® and

Jewish

nation

© are

mays:

hore|

ruler of the world.

-

kes
Mr. Moody mikes

moral

all great revivalists.

is

[The conclusion

had

lived where others perished passed away

took ts place in the

and Christianity

The flagof civilization

has

‘

Pa

And

shows himself familiar

results that are

of

with

them.

sion trains are run

He

in England,
Lady Ann Erskine was ‘riding by in her
Sariage; and he drove up to listen. The
. preacher saw her, and
suddenly
stopped
out-door

assem bly

Star
j

for

you give

ich-

giv

this seul ? ¢ T will

EveI will
es, and honor, and pleasure.
Aye,
give the whole world for her soul.’ Did I
hear another bid for this soul? Yes, meWho bids ?
thinks I hear another bid.
The Lord Jesus bids, “I give peace,and joy,
and comfort that the world knows not of.
Aye, I will give eternal life for her soul.’ ”
Now, continued Mr. Moody, there are two
bidding for_your soul and mine.
Satan of.fers-that which he can not give. He offers
He can’t give them
_you riches and honor.

Sw.

to you.

Heis a deceiver,

and

has

necessary operations of this great
(a) In the supthe world developed.
port of the poor whose burdens and suf-

all admit.

beings,

the fos-

The lime rocks, the beds of coal,

that the

sils and the soils clearly show

BY

from Vermont, New

part of it allotted to spectators) does not

convey an adequate idea of the actual state
of affairs—it was packed. Yet, after the

double doors, swinging noiselessly on their

hinges, closed after me, the uproar and ex-

citemént outside suddenly ceased, and I
seemed transported to another sphere. It

ERNEST

was, notwithstanding the dense crowd, so
quiet, that the only audible sound was the
scratching of the reporters’ pencils up in

WESLEY.

Sometime since, while visiting at a
friend's house, a gentleman came in, his

coat stained with wide yelfow

‘the gallery, overhead.

streaks,

ley, 64; Mr. Abbott,62; Justice Miller, 61;

Justice Field, 61; Senator Thumman, 60;
Senator Frelinghuysen, 60; Senator Morton, 54; Mr. Hunton, 54; Mr. Hoar, 51;
Senator Edmunds, 49; Senator Bayard,.
49; and Mr. Garfield,46 ;—the average of
As.
age being thus about fifty-nine years.
r;
howeve
t,
momen
little
very
(of
lo

stains they disappeared, leaving the coat
as perfect as ever. The thought came
to my mind :—it is a good thing to know

the remedy, but a better to apply it. Is
The meétings in Boston are. now well,
stains ? Tt id vlisa
,
npt this the case with sin ed
immense
under way. The crowds ar@
rer
pe
that-a
a shatter
..shall-live.in.l
-shrone-with-himsolf-and.
ad 8. d glory, if you accept of him to-night. "He “bles
the Spirit is really working, goo
ered
consid
|
w
kno
to
ng
satisfyi
soul
ly number are professing conversion. ‘ came to seek and to save that which but far more
the
cause
to the individual soul.
Requests for prayer have begun to come’ was lost.” thank God he sent Christ in- it has been applied

Moody will read off » hundred or more

will only trust him.
M
Heaven to-pl ght lead every man and

meeting, and they are listened to with

woman

of these requests at the opening of each

to

™ ¢ believe

on

the

every

Lord

Jesus

Christ and thou shalt be saved.”

as the poor themselves.
criminal is a burden to others, and in the

Creator intended that one class of objects

should be destroyed for thé benefit or productionof another class.

tax necessary for his detection and
punishment, in the grief and misfor-

tune of his victims,” and in the sorrow
and disgrace of his friends the inno-

clearly taught in
9. Thisisstillmore

cent suffer for

the

guilty.

‘And

this

interest. In many of them the impenitent begging for mercy and the convert
rejoicingin pardon may be offen heard.

It was thought by many in the city that
a

fter the first curiosity to see

hear

and

the
On

the evangelists had been gratified,
attendance and interest would wane.

it is clear, pure and beautifu
|as it was before. And as nothing but
! the proper antidote can effect a restoration to former color and usefulness, so

nothing but the blood of Christ can pu-.
This appliand cleanse the heart.
cafion is a personal matter; and the
blood is not applied unless the soul desires to be cleansed. So long as pride,

rify

A man in Philadelphia attended a meetAnd
ing in the Tabernacle with his wife.
, sin, or the world keep us from
on the way home he refused to speak to her, enyity
to
speak
so long the dark sin stain remains.
to
Jess,
refused
he
day
next
the
and
when
next,and
the
of
part
a
her,and during
The moment, the very moment, we pershe asked what the matter was. He said, “mit the piercéd hand to touch our hearts,
« What did you want to telt Mr. Moody
we are washed, cleansed and
about me for ?” and she said, “I didn’t.” that instant
;
about
know
he
beautified.
“And he said: ¢ How did
“me, then, if you didn’t?” You see somevO

is the necessary result of nature's Jaws im “the contrary both steadily increase, The
any and every state of society conceiv- workin: the inquiry adrooms is highly in- thing I had said struck right home £0 him.
PERSONAL.
(¢) Human nature. is teresting and promising, and shows that | The spirit of the Holy Ghost was abroad,
in
able among men.
shadow of the stately oak, or sinks
of hu- the Word is being received into wany and it had moved me to speak the words Mgrs. JULIA GARDINER TYLER,the widow of
form
every
in
that
tuted
consti
,
80
branches
or
death under its falling leaves
that suited his case.
President Tyler, is living at “Sherage and every- hearts.
a re- the late
A man down South attended
the doctrine of vicariousness is indicated. man govermment,in every
” on the James River, in Virgin:
Forest,
wood
d that
substitution has
The afternoon sermons by Mr. Moody vival meeting, and was so gconvince
And the beauty and grandeur of the for- where, the principle of
and ia.
The during the past week have been on the the minister was preachin at him
ed.
GENERAL JAMES SHIELDS, the new Adjuests and flowers, the grains and fruits of been recognized and practic
him up to the audience, that he
holding
differ
nations
d
and
marke
a
es
ced
famili
of
produ
Of
‘course
es
have
practic
him.
and
the
of
thrash
eneral of Missouri, was shot through
to
Ghost,
tant-G
results
going
Holy
wis
all the earth are but the
the vegetable kingdom. As the weaker
shrub or flower pales and dies under the

death and decay of other

organisms

which took their nature and died that
And these vegetable
they might live.
by the same
destiny
their
lives meet

~ process. Every tree and leaf and flowerto
upon every hill

and

plain

injury, death and decay for

is doomed

the

produc-

And so one
tion of other forms of life.
thing and all things die th-t others may

,
but the
Tuesupon this point as well as others
“effect. —In the first one, delivered
In every case
principle is the same.
some persons can and eften do suffer the
penalty for others who are thereby saved
from punishment. While in our country,
and in Europe, fines imposed for crime
may be paid by innocent third parties,
and in Egypt the death penalty for murder be averted by the payment of thirteen

:

live.

8. In theanimal kingdom we see that
* the Creator does not change the general law of his government upon this subject, but renders it still more elear and

impressive. Here we not only see animals dying like the trees to furnish soils
and homes for successors,but literally be-

coming food for others. . The flesh of one

And so one lives
by and upon the pain, death and flesh or

is meat for the other.

another. That itis mysterious and beyond
our comprehension may be true, but that

>

itis a fact in nature we know; and that
nature must be true to herself and true

to the Creator we know ; and so we know

that for one being, and an innocent one,
to suffer for another must be right, and

for the highest good of the universe.
And the almost universal instinct of ani-/
mals often leading them to great.exposure and harm for others, and especially
‘where maternal sym pathy leads them to
death

itself in defense of their young

shows that the first development of cog-

universal law of being.

4. Thus far ‘the normal conditions of
successive existence and litp are consid* ered, but in the remedial forces of nature’

b.3

of the

failure to reéognize the place and office

by any one but unbought kindness. And
no friendship is desirable or acceptable:
by any one which will not, at least to

the man

was saved,

preaching.

and is now

It was the spirit of God that had been
searching out that-man to bring him to

some

extent,

relieve

suffering,

and, if

Mr. Moody then cited Sagiptu
that the Holy Spirit was if the world be-

the body

with a grape

Cerro Gordo, during the
large silk handkerchief

ing religion:

You like to see business men in earnest.

forethe day, of Pentecost, such as Luke
9:96;

2 Peter 1: 21.

*The

like to see a man who takes up anyspirit of You
thing he wants to do, do it with his heart

need be, endure suffering without reward. This is vicarious, and is as distinctly taught in nature as any fact can

is
the Bible,” he says, * see in Genesis
will
You
John.
in
seen
the same as is

and with his soul;

8. Family instinct and affection ‘teach

comes through about 1500 years from the

and the

such a thing
this $hing is true, if there is ell,
that the
as salvation from death and
nd save us
Son of God did come to seek
seek
from sin and from hell, then let. us
him with all our hearts..

thus be taught.

bear

king down to the sheep-tender

if not

anoth

lieve another's sorrows, even if suffering

be necessary to that end ? And who can

why

should

this question,if there is any-

they were all inGalilean fishermen, andspirlf.
The same.
bythe same
dicted
&|
of
kind
What
ance.
resist
beyond all
not spirit is 7upon Genesis ag upon revelabrother or sister is that, who will
:
rele,
possib
if
ns,
er's burde
all «question,

&nd, now,

we not take up
myth
thing in it? If Christianity is all s ;a but
it
h
thoug
if
same
the
is
spirit
the
find that
and a fable, let us burn our Bible

measure the suffering a true father or
What
for a child?
we have the same revelation. Vegetable mother will endure
thus
has
ion
affect
l
natura
ing
suffer
ex-:
ntly
untold
* and gnimal organisms are consta
d.’ |
endure
tly
patien
as willingly assumed and
posed to accidents and diseases and
great
a
‘with
ed
encas
is
at work for remedy- Human nature

constantly forces are

afternoon,

speaking

tion.”
of he Holy Spirit,
| * As to the personality

:

Mr. Moody says:
, We
gon,
Well,
gr eat
stand

’

know that the Holy Spirjt is a per1 go it.
You say you anak
Know &
i. .I
1 don’t understand
nderthey
many people who think
it, but I have not yet found any that
&
ey

RJ

© Speaking of the spiritual. outpouring
during the past two years Mr. Mood y
said:

lon

Vibha

1 believe that we are right

in the midst

of one of the most blessed works

that this

generation has ever seen. I am getting
letters from all parts of the world telling
I know. there are 3
how God is at work.
great many that are opposed. to revivals,
Fd

Commis-

tice Field, is the only one on the

spectacles ; Mr. Hoar

sion who wears

looks

full, gray side-whiskers and

has.
an

like

English banker; Mr. Abbott has white,
and
curly hair, a bushy white moustache,
h
involuntarily reminds one of & Frenc
e
Justic
;
regime
ancien
Marquis of the
and
e
enanc
count
benign
a
has
rd
Cliffo

wears a stiff, white cravat particularly applicable to the occasion; Justice Miller
¢¢ fair, fat, considerably

Mexican war, and a
was drawn through

is

forty, ” and

over

things
looks as if he appreciated the good
nose:
nent
promi
a
has
in life; Justice Field
and
he,
and
beard,
shing
flouri
long,
a
and
of
rs
membe
Edmunds, are the only bald
a
has
g
Stron
e
Justic
;
ssion
the Commi
eyes,
thin growth of light hair, very bright
marked features; Justice
and strongly
a reduced edition of the like
looks
ey
Bradl
and Senator Moron;
late Apdrew Johns
ing
ton is decidedly the least prepossess
ttee.
commi
member of the whole
ques- It is these men who will decide the
and
dent,
Presi
d
tion who was fairly electe
To them
.
turned
are
éyes
all
them
upon
been adhave, within the past few days,
never:
have
as
such
ents
dressed argum
lucidity, andi
been surpassed ‘for cogency,
, for no»
terseness in the history of the world
clear
mere human effort could go beyond the
O’Cenor,

statement of facts by Mr.

whose

a
every word is to the purpose and adds
his
of
ture
struc
t
ficen
magni
the
to
stone
reaargument; or the sharp and pointed
soning of Mr.

Evarts, who leaves

no stone

unturned and fairly dazzles the un-initiated

schemes of public benefit, but being obliged
to borrow money the usurious rates of interprevailing in California took him
est then

he made

be--

beard and keen eyes, looks just what he is,

is a native of New York, and about
old. , He first sought his fortune in Califor
nia, and opened up the great lumber interests
of that Western coast. He engaged in many

There

handsemest, probably

youngest looking; Mr. ‘Bayard.

a thorough lawyer; Mr. Eppa Hunton has
Mr.
the looks and manners of a soldier;
Payne has a thin,smoothly shaved face, keen:
grey eyes, and, with the exception of Jus-

shot at the battle of

his depth, and he wentto Souh
beyond
jca leaving behind him heavy

Mr. Garfleld is. <
of this nature),

the

not. |
has a peculiar Roman cast of features;
or
handsome but strongly marked; Senat
;.
will
iren
an
ses
expres
face
Thurman's
Mr. Frelinghuysen has a handsome and
decidedly prepossessing countenance ; Se-u
ator Edmunds, with his bald head, long

Christ.
He afterhis bedy to cleanse the wound.
of the Holy Ghost in Christian work, and
Moody makes use of every: inci- ward served a term as United States Senator
Mr.
of his own ignorance of him in the begin- dent or episode in the audience to help from Illinois, and then as Major-General durning of his public religious efforts, he him in his work.
During one ‘of his ing the civil war in the Union Army.
J
the
:
said
FRANKLIN, although he was popular with
sermons last. week a woman in the audipeople generally, as the representaFrench
is
Ghost
not
Holy
Now the way to honor the
ence fainted. But Mr. Moody did
tive of the democracy, was disliked by the
o bear in mind that he is” equal with the pause, saying quickly :
Marie
oth.
|
leading aristocrats like Louis XVIL.,
es
g
countri
closin
The
in ether
hundred dollars,
Father and with the Son.
latThe
quy.
DeChe
e
Madam
and
chapter of Mathew; the nineteenth verse,
Some one has fainted. It is a glorious 4 Amoinette,t him anything but gallant. Ata
er and more objectionable substitutigh
s,
nation
though
all
er
and
teach
?
it
and
isn’t
forth
died,
not
Goye
“
have
thing that they
But while says:
sat alongside of him, and
has often been accepted.
baptizing them in the name of the Father it is a glorious thing that you and I can repast where she
able
Never
has some such ar- and of the Holy Ghost.” And he was here accept of salvation and be saved.
where he was habited in the memor
every government
breeches of
oat,
us
waistc
Let
ost.
!
Pentec
brown
gf
fainted
coat,
day
it
has
s
the
browi
who
believe
before
in the world
mind that person
rangement and every body
she thus
to be an impression in some attend to the interests of our souls. Let
same, and cravat striped with red,
right in some cases, and while everybody: There ’sseems
I been
this
to
came
never
he
that
her impression: ¢ That which I saw
minds
ask: Am I saved, or lost? Have
bes
us
descri
people
burist after his redeemed by the precious blood of Christ?
of
is willing at times to bear another's
world till he was sent b,
most remarkable in him, was bis mode
told ‘the -disci- Have I passed from death unto life? Ismy
into a
six
or
dens, and ready to condemn as batbarous ascension. You know he till they
five
d
emptie
He
eggs.
were im? eating
in Jerusalem
name written in the Lamb’s book of life
, and butter, and
and brutal, a general unwillingness to re- ples to tarrypowe
r from on high, I think it Can I say to-night, safe, safe, for time and goblet, mingling salt, pepper elphiqué. He
with
bued
we
e,
sacrific
some
philad
at
in
ragout
have
joli
a
could
made
lieve suffering even
of
we
if
thus
blood
thing
blessed
good
the
a
h
be
would
for ‘eternity throug
wish
must believe that nature teaches the doc- our theological seminaries ten days Set Christ? Ifnot, why not let the question be .eut with his knife the pieces of melon he
the
place
get
in
they
gus,
till
aspara
ques:
wait
the
bit
to
this
he
n
them
and
adjour
apart for
ed to eat;
to-night? Why
trine of vicarious suffering.
start out to settled longer? Why not this night, this of, cutting off the point with his knife on the
There are 80 m
.
power
this
any
upon
tion
based
is
hip
7. True friends
work for God who have gro: intellectual | hour, let the great question of eternity be plate, and eating it properly with a fork. You
principle. Friendship offered only fofan power, but one drop of v i CH of God gettled, and let us decide where we will: perceive it was the mode of a savage!”
this intel
enormously:
equivalent is hypocrisy, and nothing is would be worth more than
: spend eternity?
Mr. HENRY MEIGGS, the
ay
1
.
power
l
lectua
re
anywhe
hip
friends
of South America,
ctor
contra
recognized as ‘real
y
seekrailwa
of
y
ss.
wealth
busine
a
Men should make
65 years
re to show

' itative powers takes inthe doctrine of vi-. this doctrine beyond

carious suffering. This is not, ‘then, simply a Biblical doctrine but a necessary,

day

after

Mr. Garfield is the

youngest member of tiie Commission, and
Justice Clifford, the President, is the oldest. According to age, the members range
Clifford, 74; Justice
as follows: Mr.
Strong, 69; Mr. Payne, 67; Justice Brad-

to all appearance spoiled. Seating himself, he remarked that a bottle of acid
had been badly corked, that the contents
escaped and caused the damage; and
then taking a small bottle of ammonia
from another pocket, having wetted the

been.

ferings are borne in part by tax payers prayerful interest.
Holy Ghost preaching is always direct
and friends. Not only is this burden takmeetings, both at the Tab- and seems to be personal. Mr. Moody
prayer
The
have been buried, elevated, changed,and
often in sympathy and ernacle and in the. adjacent churches, are
by. destruction and desolation beén made en pecuniarily but
these stories of his own experience to
suffer quite as much well attended, and are seasons of deep told
friends
the
stable
anxiety
more
and
illustrate
this point:
material: for higher
(b). Every

crowded with vegetable and animal life,

and

Charles O’Conor rose to deliver his (now
famous) argument in the Florida case. To
say that the room was crowded (i. e., that

Excur-

:
!
6. Not only in the life and death of na- in, some of them dent from #§ Tar
to this world to save sinners. He can
Xes, and it matters not how deeply
awg
3
hoot
of
ution
Boston
“in
constit
l
ner
interna
the
laeant
in
but
|
tions,
the heartis dyed with sin and uncleanand carry him over the mountains‘ of his
as the remotest wh i states, Oy
is kingdom, if he
civil society do we see the nafural and ering all kinds of needs.
ness. When the blood touches the heart,
Often Mr. unbeliefs and sin, in
the Lord God of
law of
l, restored

1. In geological changes and formaoceans,
That continents and
tions.

forms of things

Daily the doorways, I at last, got in, just ad Mr..

WAYSIDE SKETOHES.

' Young man, don’t be deceived by Satan.
“The Lord Jesus offers you that he can give.
He has the power, and wilk give you peace
and joy the world knows not of. . He will
give 'you eternal life, a seat upon the

THE REVIVAL MEETINGS.

and knock, and squeezing through narrow-

O-o-O--0
*4+-9re

tion, and it was the soul of Lady Ann
Erskine. ¢¢ Is there any one that can bid.
“Yes, I hear a
for her soul?” he asked.
Satan, what will
bid. Who bids ? Satan.

and so after many a thump, .

to admission;

May
ing spread about the country.
God grant his blessing upon them all.

and said he had something to sell by yo

est which attaches

pink pasteboard, which entitles the holder

Hampshire, Maine, Rhode Island, and
from many points nearer Boston; and
thus the influence of the meetings is be-

One day when Rowland Hill was preach-

ing to

achieved.

throng seems to be increasing.

Mr. Moody

relates many aneldotes like this:

article ap-

peared, by an inadvertence, in the
of Jan. 81, on the 2d page. —Eb.]

been

the‘uniyersé. ° Without taking the tire | might live.

and space for the logical classification of
arguments, let us consider some of the
of nature upon this sub_ revelations

of this

characteristic

he
(nte

Thanks to that good fortune which never

fective, and contributes to the blessed

great use of illustra-

F

deserts your correspondent, I had ‘heen
able to secure one of the coveted pieces of

to have a civil war, how many would have
laughed and caviled at it! But it has
been done, my friends,

tions. | That has been

OTainal

to the proceedings in that chamber, where
the Electoral Commission meets.

ple to himself.
fore us. - If a man had stood up fifteen or
twenty years ago and told us we were go-

“The singing at the meetings is very ef-

1. That the God of nature is the

the extr

peo-

)e

[1

sorrows, ” ** bear our ini
for:
ties,” and ‘* make his soul an offering
|
conthe
to
forced
gin, ” but we are thus

world.
nature’s God; and the gospel can only be handed from the hand of one dying naible for the specific applica- tion to another, and the civilization of the
;
: held respons
bers—and.
tion of a necessary and philosophical] present is thie result-of-the—la
others
that
died
hayy
who
the general government of death of those
- principle in

ject:

in

government.

which

and

danger, of de

we = find

last,

and Greece lived, Greece died and Rome
survived, the

of

,

the Cham

soon

can be no hope for man's
5. If we leave these fields of analogy a 4. Thatthere
.
.
and salvation without
pardon
correction,
and
social
human,
to
directly
and come
civil organizations, we shall see that in such provision.
5. That there must be such a plan
the nature of man and of society one class
me means already fursomewhere,
b
to
have
age
one
or nation, and those of
relief. Where ? and
man's
for
nished,
|
others.
of
crimes
even
and
bear the ills
by
whom
?
Egyptian power and civilization died

of

system

to

Saif a million ‘were

ated |

‘ing ‘to be baptized in blood, we were going

some substitutional provision.

justly demanded.
Few objections to Chris§anity are urgfrequency

¢ listening
to the word

prea

3

2. That in all his government over
The
breath of the morning
death.
of
breeze upon the fevered cheek, the cheer- things, animals and men, the principle
fis
endurance
‘and
activity
vicarious
ing light of the noon-day sun, the gentle
universally
adopted.
their
|
in
speak,
all
shower of the evening
reliefof suffering, of vicarious efficiency. | 3. Thatif thus adaptedto man as mdIf the same God rules over men, we may terial, instinctive, mental and social, it
reasonably expect some provision for re- must be also in his moral nature and in
moral
moval of moral evil and suffering, and his relations as a subject of God's

- dications of nature upoy that subject, expresses an experience s§ common that a

t just mow in that narrow
the only entrance (for
a affords

Court of the United Sta

of vicarious atonement. = Natufe can |

ing, like some angelic vicarious burdenbearers carfying off pain, disease and

NATURE AND VIOARIOUS RUFFER-

‘compliance with his -reqdgst

ne | and who had sneered
at the

constantly at werk for the relief of suffer. | clusion :—

ob
0-0
"rove

If, as Jean Paul once said, * Patience is-

to its
lobby

else indicated, a revelation and prophe:

an-

er external conditions to escape death.
And so these vast, ever ready forces are

.

:

the test of Virtue, ”” ghen virtue is tested

an ha

the ic

:

WasHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 7, 1877.

ulpit to-day were converted in
. I know some of the most suc-

the pu
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are Roman Catholics,
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all wild-fire, it has all

n

it

and religious hature what is eve

bruis-

ed bark or flesh, the diseased tree,

{a

deed, designate the individual
who is {

Lay friendship's offering.

ter of the gospel, that he met

im-nd | 16

imal or man is never cured by internal
forces alone but must have the atmos- | in‘“
carry our
phere, water, sunlight, and perhaps oth-

Not thus would I delay till vain
Would be the gift I bring,
But into hands yet strong and warm

The statement of an esteemed

The

are only in part subjective.

4

but hein hasthe allowed
bis
choice of

and a third Episcopalian,

sstimated haifa million was: brought into
of God at that time.B Some
church
that it was

.

children perfect fr
creeds, Two of them

1

help are thus clearly expres

influences | at

consider that these remedial

When death has winged the soul to God
And stilled the throbbing clay,
Above the insensate form, with tears,
:
Do friends their chaplets lay.

victim,

ness of guilt and

Meigs is a

gone, but I know some of the best minis-

ad

which

or human

Seyiglox

and the need of vicarious atongm

fact of nature fully applicable to our
present subject, it is only necessary to
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tellus
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To make this wonderful and iiiferesting
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ever been
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if he is also the moral ruler of the world,
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But at all @vents the Creator ‘made pro- that in deliverance from suffering 3andnd

See the 8th: page of

The Porning Star.
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voice of the God of nature.

but. is sufficiently general to
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rive. themselves every year.
In religion Mr.

I helieveit is a
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“rarest fruits and

an

indicate and prove the design and
‘upon this subject. Many diseases

for publication

designed

gr All communications

on earth.

the original elements, where
true testimony of nature
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lieve they will as

law tory and experience of the wo
like | is, or can be;more clearly tau
facts' that in continuance 0
remedies,
of
spite
in
fatal
are
sins
many
which are, perhaps, less effective than and life, one thing must be
they would have been if the world had upon another, in all develops
have retained a different moral character. provenient death is necessary #

To whom all letters on busineseyremittances of mon-

ey, &c., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H.

should be addressed to the Editer.

hy ph

there are times and methods
through the accumulated ener

tree and the broken skin of the animal
Many diseases are
are soon healed.
overcome by this same natural force.
This remedial influence is not universally
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Who can-wonder that people are anx-

‘tractor and then settled the California claims. {ous to
nces—one in the city of
He owns iwo reside
e he
Lima and the other in the suburbs—wher

an
dispenses hospitality to every Americ
foreigner, and especially, to Californians,
every possible

ever

occasion.

No

hard-pressed for money
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to his rescue

Americin
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on
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Without Mr.

and
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world
him with means to go to any part of the
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pleasure

pos mpl
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grounds, filled with the

gain admission’ to this galaxy of .
and that the doors are besieged
ects,
intell
for hours before

the

Commission ‘meets ?

This is the first and, let‘us hope, the last
time

an

exigency

has

arisen, calling for

msuch a tribunal; and long after the circu

stances which calledit into existence have

Compassed into history, the ‘¢ Electoral.
ds a
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mber
reme
e
willb
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mission
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court unsurpassed for its
Mare OW.
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ability,
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do not indicate how long on the journey.
he was. The place was nearly one hundred miles from Jezreel, near the desert
of Tih.
From that place the prophet
wert a “day's journey,” that is,about thiry-three miles, into the wilderness. Here
he was safe, “because beyond the boundaries both of Ahab and of his ally Jehosaphat. There, weary and lonely, Elijah
lay down

under

prayed for death.

a

friends, wor shelter.

juniper

He had

tree,

no

and

food,

nor

Then he slept; but

so

baked.

in our churches, and the consequent suf-

complishing what is given us to do.
Let
us enter upon this work—all our churches
this year—not only in earnest and in faith,
but with that feeling of dependence on

they seek my life.”

were bold
(d) ¢* And

fering of our mission and educational ‘interests; or a grand) forward movement

Elijah’ forgets the

“all along he line,” in the spirit of the

one hundred men that Obadiah saved,
forgets the improbability of an entire
apostasy by every man,woman and child,
forgets his own recent brilliant ‘demonstration to all Israel of Baal's nothingness
and forgets the return of the nation to
sanity and Jehovah.
A clouded spirit
darkens the whole heavens of hope.
In
such moods the sun ‘does not give her
prs

A

OF JEHO-

family

This
who

(2) The three violent demonstrations of
the elements of destruction may have
been’designed to teach that the rage and

was « movement

awakened him.
Then it was true, as
well as when in this desert the Israelites
+ were fed with manna, that ‘‘ man did eat

angel’s food.”
(2) ‘“ And went in the
strength of that meat forty days: and forty nights, uoto Horeb the mount of God.”
Horeb is another name for Sinai. If was
less than two hundred miles away,so that

Elijah could have reached it, by comtinuous traveling, in a week.
Probably the
journey, and the time spent at Horeb, are
included in the forty days. It is common
in the Bible to state the whole period of

of outward

noise

religion—!

house.” ‘Then i
and society

heard didhe go out of the cave where he
slept. Probably it was all done in vision.

10,

As for ‘me and

to the cf
the world - at

Some a

of this work need: frequen ;

urging upon

the _mindsof

the people.

Such are our, mission and educational in-

and

destruction, but harmless against the
cause of truth. Or these signs of power
and death may have been designed to
impress Elijah that he had too much pro<
ceeded by fire and slaughter to restore

ment is as important as their emancipation?”

And the question has a brad in it
It refuses to let go.
Is it true that, second to no people, our
fathers plead and prayed for ‘the deliv-

Israel, but that the still small voice of like a fish-hook.

truth, love and persuasion are the means
of the Spirit for the conversion of men.
The success that is outward only is success.. Such'was that of Baal against Jehovah. But the power of the still small
voice would yel restore Israel to its God.
Such, too, was the

success

of Elijah

erance of the bondmen. * as
boupd with
them”? “From what moral consifiéfation,
then, can we now be excused a

help-

ing them on from a merely nominal toa

on

real freedom ?
Carmel ; but he in the end would see that
Men who can be deprived of hii law"a parrative, and then return to some of the juflnence of the conscience, and of
the earlier incidents of the narrative. See the Spirit was mightier than all descents ful rights —political or otherwise—by inSuch in1 Kings 16:23. The food, supplied mi- of fire. (3) “ The still small voice,” in timidation are not free men.
raculously, sustained the physical nature our churches, prayer meetings: and Sab- timidation is impossible, to any consider~ . of Elijab.- It is idle, as some do, to re- | path schools is the power of God to. be | 2PlC Xtent, in {he United States, except
sort'to the supposition that, for nourish- | sought. It is not in outward demonstra- in that portion where ignorance and barEe

ment, he-slso-partook oF roots, berries and tiomer mot-in-whirhwinds and-earthquries, | XII
“wild fruits.
The food of angels was
enough for all physical needs. :

9. Gop REBUKRES ELWAH.

(2) ¢ And

he came thither unto a cave,

and lodged

in the

night,

while

asleep,

came

13, 14.
ELwuam
| RECOGNIZES . THE
PRESENCE OF Gon.
When he heard the
voice, Elijah “ wrapped his face in his
mantle.” This mantle, afterwards made

voice.

The whole scene described in the

following verses was a vision.
night, in like manner, heard the

this

Paul, at
man of

famous,

slept has been conjectured to be the eleft
of the rock in which Moses stoodto see
the glory of the Lord. The literal reading is, “came unto the cave,” as though
some known spot were designated. This
so far favors what otherwise -is pure conjecture. (3) Elijah was rebuked by the
question, ** What doest thou here?” In
Eden-a similar searching interrogatory
was uttered in the words, ¢“ Adam, where

succeeded him.

garment,

Why

Elijah

made,

should

be

sent outside of Israel to ahoint a king, except as that king was a punishment to

Israel, can not be

explained.

wilderness of Damascus

that sacred

(2) The

was

north

Gilead, the home of Elijah, between

of

Bas-

scene of revelations, to cure him of his han and Damascus.
That place was
But Elijah near the chief cityof Syria, and safe from
‘moodiness and complaints.
came there groaning and was now un- the pursuit of Jezebel.
(3)Elijah did not
happy, wishing he were dead.
fulfill this last command.
He did not
10. Tae RerLy oF Erwan.
(1) “1 anoint Hazael. The Hebrew reads: ‘thou
have been very jealous for the Lord God shalt go and anoint,” as if at any time
of hosts.”
For *‘ jealous”
if we read convenient for him. (4) Jehu and Elisba
¢ zealous,” we

shall

have

his

For the true God he had been

are characters

meaning.

zealous.

- His reply was made in full consciousness
of the source whence the voice proceeded. See the use of. the words ““ thy
covenant,” thine altars,” as a preof of

whom

we

shall meet

again, as our lessons go on, and will then
better know.
Elisha “was appointed to
take the place of Elijah, that the latter

might depart to hisrest.

(5)

The mur-

‘evangelization,

* For

Jehovah

God

derous character of these kings is truly

of hosts,”is

you despise wisdom and happiness, and’ in al'Christian Work. ' 'Lo how thany a
invite misery to your soul. By the law’ sot], once zealous for Christ, the ques

of God, his blessings come to men;

in

transgression of his law men

to

go out

tion.

comes to-day,

bere ?”

i

What

doost

8 |
From the joys of thy free grace,
In thy kingdom has no place,

ber of the school the most of this time, al-

Give me sight, that I may see
All the beauties that in Thee
Form thy character divine=-

|

Vision clear e’en like to Thine
ow
That discerned the false from true,

to his life-long regret. He was somewhat
In advance of the students in general,
both in age and in his studies, and so was
‘active and somewhat prominenl in the

religious and
school.

He

literary

exercises

boarded a part

And the power of goodness knew.

May my hearing be returned
All its teachings be relearned—

of the

Promptings from the sileat voice

of the time

Which allows to us no choice
But to be obeyed alway
Year by year and day by day,

in the same family and occupied the same

who

al
useful hints, that one is tempted
fo let well alone. Yet the possibility of a
‘more excellent way on one or two points

in bis article compells me to make fone or
two observations.

For example,under his

remarks number

1, our

him, or some other brother

to give the

advantages, if there are any, for the usual
method of *‘ hiring a minister,” as it is
called, for a specified time, above

givinga pastor a call for

an

that of

indefinite

period, at a certain fixed salary,

the rela-

tion to continue as long@as both parties
are satisfied. I am not®only personally
disgusted with the idea of ‘“ hiring & pastor” for short or long periods, but feel
deeply convinced it is fraught with mischief, both to the churches

and

the

min-

istry.
Then, under number 3,our friend rightlycomplains of it’s being too bad for the
collector to be obliged to travel miles and.

wistrour broths

er could havq seen his way

clear

to

ad-

possibly

operated to his

thou

:

the woes that law was designed to guard
against; Thelaw of God is his pledge of
lia third Sunday of Tast ‘month fit
good, his: covenant of peace; nor do the —
undred and thirty- -five. children
"obedient ever find his covenant to: fail. were present:at the Biddle Market Sun-

Give me strength to walk aright,

Aided by my renewed sight;
Strength to labor as I should

For the upbuilding of the good.
Make

| ning to end, with litle or nd income,

except one is absent from school to ** reeruit,” and so prolongsthe course.
‘And

| for a young man

flying.
the dee

they were thrown from
otch. We noticed a large

chip hanging from the lower edge of the
gap, a few inches below the log, held by
the striugs,

or ligaments

the

which kept it from falling to the ground.

Then shall my life be one sweet song
If it be short or be it long!

A melody, will't be both here
Aud in yon pure, heavenly sphere,
Thy divine touch must ever find
Music and harmony in every

disadvantage.

as it gently: turned

and swayed

It has long been felt and ought to

be said, - that for a young man of prudent
Israel had violated the covenaut by which
day-school, St. Louis, Mo.~In the sewJehovah was to be their God, and ‘they| ing-class of the Bedford Avenue ‘Reform. ‘habits, Whe tries to hélp ‘himself’ ag’ best,
he can, to be obliged to enter upon such
his people.
(b) ‘They have "* thrown

‘ed Cligreh Standay-school, Brooklyn, N:

in

ed emotionbe, said : Bo

minds me of a solemn RT
The Wholg human, ape ‘now

0)
But even these were matters of conviction
A
BROKEN
HEART.
and were lived up to with a persistence
and fidelity worthy of the most orthodox » “I remember,” said Mr. Moody, * a
faith. He did not: believe, .for instance, minister getting up al pone of the meetings *
in the practice of ‘‘ asking a blessing * at where we were, and he said for months
unthe - table, and persistently, though re- he had had a barren time ; no blessing
spectfully, declined to take his turn with der his ministry, and he could not rest,and
the other pions boarders. He held in because of this he had been greatly troubabhorence dull and lifeless prayer-meet- led and one Sunday he preached and it

ings, and I have known

seemed to him a9 if he was beating against

bim to take his

hat and walk deliberately out of such a the air, asif his words all eame back to
meeling, choosing to spend his time over him, and didn’t reach down among the
e; there didn't seem to
his Greek and Latin, without any special hearts of the
religious pretense, to enduring a hope- be any one moved under his ministry, and
lessly inactive and dull meeting ostensi- he said one morning he went to his study
and his heart was almost broken, and he
bly gathered before the Lord.
His interest in the school at that time, ‘got on his knees and’ cried, ¢ Break this
Jet
and in the rising cause of education hard heart of mine, © God, and if not,

among

us, was, for a young man, very

the

suspended by a bristle thread ¢of i over

the awful oceanof eternity} and iy ac
chip; may drop at any

moment. .

copxgried
;. dor God had broken
his heat.
0 God, give us bréken hearts and contrite spirits!

our

minds.

We

Neither

of us

left it hanging

‘by its frail shreds as a monument of God's

weighty ttruth which so solemnly sounded
in our'ears.

The next day I' went

again

to see the’ log-pulpit, where stood the
messenger of God the day before, who de-

"thine altars.” Israel had no right to "but 'Y. have are
b
Yhrse handréd: and fifteen” an important. work hampered and, har- clated to'us truths of awfal ‘moment. I
one altar, and that at fhe "Tabernacleor girls. Mrs, Margaret E. Sangster is at -rassed with a school debt is a shame to have never forgotten the chip:sermon.
the churches and outrage updn God's min-_ Simple in its origin, but mighty in its 1edsmple. Had these seceding tribes accu- the head of this od enterprise,

BEE
a

baat, oe

biol

If our hearts

work is merely

ave eold, and

superficial,

and we

are doing it out of a mere semge of duty,
God is not going to bless euf ministry.

The broken heart and the contrite spirit,
let that be our prayer to-day.”
REAR

rl

een

A PARAGRAPH FOR EACH DAY.
I.

I confess for myself, that I have seen
£0 much of the folly and mischievousness
of worldly wisdom; and so much of the !
‘wisdom, and worth, and glory of what
the wise men of the world regard as
childish folly, that I should sooner pray
to be converted and become as a little

child, thon ask to be exalted to the loftiest
hights or the best philosophy the antichristian

world

can

boast.—Barker's

“Portrait of Jesus.”
uu,

The

universe of God

bas never

wit-

nessed aughtto be reckoned in comparison with the redemption of a guilty
world.

That

mighty

ransom

mo such

contemptible things as silver and

gold

could procure. Only by one price could
the church of God be redeemed from hell,
and that the precious blood : of the Lamb;
the Lamb without blemish or ‘spot; the
Lamb

slain

from

the world.—Rev.

the

foundation

of

Theo. L. Cuyler..

;

I.
The ordinary cares and sorrows of life,
though they may change and oppress the
heart, and fll the eyes with tears, do not,
in many instances, so quicken the ener-

gies of the soul as to break up its. illusions: - Just as one who

slumbers may be

by sounds and movements near
may turn uneasily from side to
often seems as if about to siart
couch; and yet may not be ac-

nally awsisnol#0-75/tass, Faylor, .
©)

Val

The" abbgties ” of

‘ents of its advantages.

ob

Faron

ot

erti

in

Olirist's relations with hen i’ what makes

That ‘noble band of yotin% tél gath-

fast thinning ‘hs -tendernéss 80 exquisitely! tofiching.

ont. No less than five, who were prominent |

a like number of years. I have the names
of them all in a dingy and somewhat
| thumbed refte of those happy days, now
These words of our dear father,’ suglying before me, a programme of the
gested as they were ‘by the circumstanceffect upon our

prayed with that

there were
who. were

annoyed
of the time since then, I'hasten to lay on bim and
another new made grave, this tribute of side, and
acknowledgment in their behalf. It will from, his

exercises

while he was cry-

prayed with

connected with one and

their Maker, perfectly iindifferent, and regadless of their awful peril.

which occurred in

August, 1836, the year I left for college.

They
are as follows;#the Rev. L. B.
Tasker,
the late Vice-President Henry
Wilson, the Rev. B, Van
Dame,
the

Hon. Geo. C. Peavey, and last our
Rev. Friend Hart. —J. ¥.
;
6-0-6
Here

Children sweeten 1abors, but they make
misfortunes more ‘bitter; they increase
the cares of life, but they mitigate the remembrance of death.— Lord Bacon,

-

cold,

some of his parishioners, and
forty persons the'mext Sunday

another of these institutions for the most

anniversary

but this

Titties ChTH Iie Went
out and

iw

sands of wicked men are now profaniug- in the school, and who have since occupied positions more or less conspicuots Sn
the name of God, Sporting ¢over the brink.
the public ‘eye, have died within less than|
of woe; -and trampling uupon. the Jaw. of;

a solemn

and

a child, and after he had

with which we are now blessed, spring.
out of prayers like those, more than we
know of,—prayers of agony and of faith.

ered at Center’ Strafford arg

anything

heart there came a little rap at the door.
He got up and found it was his little child,
four years old, who was there. Hehad
beard his father praying, and he -said,
‘Father, I wish you would pray that
Jesus'wonld give me a new: heart! He
said God broke his heart and he wept like

neighborhood was alive with interest in

been

come;

ing in that way for God to break his hard

the school, led on and inspired by its
founders and friends, among whom were
conspicaous the laté Revs. ‘Place and
Caverno.” It was the turning period with
us asa people; from a neglect if not op-

Haviig

rod

barren-ministry;’

intense and active. Indeed, theve was a
large number of enterprising and promising young men in the school all the time
I was connected with it, who shared more
or less in this feeling. The enterprise was
new to us asa people, and the whole

that. chip e- | them, as wellas of all the earlier récipi«It is this.
living, are’

mind,

b>
>

air. He'gased
at its position for a soon bé said of all the veterans in this
80solemn moment, and ther with
ih ° supprete cause, tho yare not, for God has taken

support which * oar’ ‘churches generally took the chipaway.
give, is surely not very inspiring. ' Nay,

the bark

We called his attention fo the hanging

to entér the ‘ministry es aboye mentioned, produced

encumbered with.a debt, considering

more.

of

me pure and wise and strong

To heed the right and shun the wrong,

if ‘our gospel messengers fail thém2 an older crs not far from him, watch
¢¢ How shall they hear without a preach: ing the Sgubdy strokes of the ax, and the Tater day, that these theological schools
and colleges, and scores of academies
er?” How.shall the world be evangelized,

foretold.
Elisha slew
only with the
of "ur Lord,
word
of
God.
These
men:
were to xe: and hidw Shll thie
the true reading. *“ God of hosts,” or, as
the Septuagint reads, ‘‘ of Sabbath,” may | | form Israel, and restore it to God. But that the gospel must be preached to all
denote the hosts er armies of men or of it was not so wholly apostatized as Elijah nations, be fulfilled, exept in obedience
* ¥srael, or the heavenly host of stars and thought. Out of all the pressureby ‘the to’the divine (commission } “Go! ye into
AR
‘planets. . The latterideais best sustain- court, and by bad example, seven thou- all the world, » &e.?
ed. (2) The charge against Israel was sand would come forth unshaken in con-|. Another. feature: of our work; ‘which
fourfold. (a) “They have forsaken thy stancy to Jehovah. « They righteous are ‘must notbe ‘overlooked, por passed b
covenant.” The laws of Moses are often not always known to ' the preachers of ‘with a * good wish,” is the educationa
as a divine covenant.” It isa righteousness. Tdols Were kissed by wor- | assisting young men in their Preparation |
most exalted conception of ‘God’s law. shipers much as in papal churches, Lig ‘for the ministry. - How muech ./does = |
i.
amount to to * pray the Lord of ‘the “ha
Christians, even, often fail to €o view it. es frequently are now,,
Consider that the law of God is not a rig- * This lessons fertile in practioal truth. lvest to send forth laborers”(if by théde we
id exaction, as we sometimes quiernlous- ‘Perhaps the power ' of ‘the “silent: forces mean ministers), and then refuse or failito.
Iy regard it, but is rather’ his far-seeing workitig for our Lord néeds'to be noticed. give material aid te young men of piety.
counsel, his warning of evil ‘ahead, and 1t is “not by power nor r by. ‘might, but by ‘but not of property; who feel that they,
his sure promise of life, safety and peace.| my Spirit” that God, spreads ,higgospel. wre called 6f God to predch the gospel 2,
BY his law, his will is declared; and God. The uselessness of despondeney and of its Let some, mathematical genius calculate
adds, “ heed this law, and it will bring: fictions, herd,
is well illustrated “for tour the *¢ returns” of such prayers. «A course.
Jou to your drsired haven; forsake it, and warning. Faith and courage are needed of study is a matter of ‘cost from ‘beginthis.

By its lacksis wholly barred

fitting for college. Bro. Hart was a mem-

so fitting for college, which he failed to enter, I think, for the want of means, though

Lil!

Thee when Thou wert here;

For my soul is-sadly marred,

two years

these are the only remedy. The State is
voeate that heaven-taught plan of Church
position to. edueation, to an enthusiastic
incompetent to furnish this remedy. The
Finance so long and successfully prac-' interest and devotion to it.
Church is competent, and must do it.
postotic-gur-earty churches,
Parsonsfield Seminary,
besides ' the |
And to say nothing of higher Qonsider: fod eeu
een
16% 2.7 We sabmit
Strafford Academy, was the only public
apions,even in view of peaceable and hon- that we are nomore at liberty to teach
school in the denomination at that time,
erable political elections in the future, it another way of church finance, than we
and Dr. Quinby,’so far as I now recolis the imperative ‘duty of the church to are another way of Salvation, and I enlect, was its only liberally educated miinstep boldly to the front, and, so far as tirely fail to see that the ways and means
ister. As to laymen thus educated, I do
possible, by an intellectuarand moral of supporting divine worship ave left to
not Know as there were any, for Strattraining, put our colored brethren in the human caprice. Where I am the people ford Academy was dependent for severSouth beyond the power of ‘‘ carpet- bring their offering up to the house of God al years on other denominations for its
baggers” and ** bull-dozers.” =~ But other weekly, and give of their substance to the
teachers. 1 have said it was a time of the
and higher considerations, tifere are, Lord as an act of worship.
Hence no deepest interest in this euterprise, and
moral “considerations
perhaps,
suffi
collector goes outside the church edifice [anxie: y for its promotion and success. It
ciently well understood, but too little for anything, This I deem a more exis true that the burdea was felt but by
felt by the churches. Brethren,we want cellent way, because it is God's way.
few, and hence the more intensely. And
to take this matter to. God in prayer as Still I am willing to receive farther light
among these none were more deeply imour fathers took the slaves when they as to the stiperiority of the way our brothpressed than our friend and classmate
groaned in cruel bondage. Let the er refers.to. I thank God for the advance
Hart. Nothing can more befittingly and
church go on their knees for them, and a in these things made by our section of
impressively set this forth than his own
better day shall dawn.
the Baptist denomination.
I thank our language in a letter addressed to me, a
Our work is also in the Foreign Mission brother for his paper. It will do good. few .months before his death. ¢ Hayfield, for there God has opened a door to I would emphasize and re-echo the dis- ing,”as he says, ‘ charge of the Acadeus with unmistakable indications of duty. tinction he has made between a minister's my buildiftg, it was my duty to ring the
We have entered the field, and dare we compensation, and a donation. He would bell at 9 o'clock at night, I frequently
look back? We have sent out our mis- suffer 80 Christian unadmonisied to locked the door, and’ continued in prayer
sionaries at no trifling expense to the speak of the pastor's salary as charity.
till near midnight,” the great burden of
churehes, and, on their part, at a sacriStephentown Center, N. Y.
my prayers, being that our Heavenly
0-0-4
fice of home and country for a life of toil
Father would awaken our denomination
and sacrifice in a strange land,
to the work of pfoviding® means for aidThe churches are pledged to their suping young men in fitting themselves for
BY REV. D.'JACKSON.
port.. In case of failure—what? A home
usefulness
‘in his vineyard. During those
pastor may turn aside to. business, as per- . When I was about twelve years old, seasons of prayer, I sometimes had views
haps too many do; but what shall a mis- my father cleared up a piece of felled
of coming years, when the F. Baptists
sionary, ip; India do if forced: to = trees in order to enlarge the area of his would have colleges and theological
aside” for lack of sup py? ‘And. another tillage grounds. One day he steod with
question still more important_follows— ax in hand on the top part of a huge log, schools, though it seemed far in the
distant future.”
:
“ What will the benighted heathen do chopping deep into its side. I stood with
It is well for us to be reminded at this’

+8

eee

art thou ?”
[Elijah prayed to die.
He
was wearied of his troubles.
He had
become disheartened. ¢ God has no use
for discouraged men,” says Mr. Moody.

Lessin

upper

perhaps, of skin. His act denoted reverence. Then he went and stood in the entrance of the cave, and:was. questioned,
and made reply the same as before. The
second inquiry, like the repetition of our
Lord’s question to Peter, ‘‘Lovest thon
me ?” carried an implication with it.
It
was a searching and mild admonition, repeated to give force to the rebuke.
15—18.
THREE MEN TO BE ANNOINTEp. (1) Hazael, whom Elijah was to
anoint king of Syria, was a servant of
Benhadad 2d. but slew his master and

Macedonia asking for help.
This was a
common mode of divine communication
with men.
(2) The place where Elijah

God bad sent him ‘to Sinai,

was his

ble churches, and to those

Are the prime chargoteristios. Ene | yy

lightenment, civilization,

not in numbers, in sensations, in visible
parades, but in’ the quiet work of sincerity, love,character and persistent - fidelity
that the gospel is best made to prevail.

there.’ ¢¢ Loosed his girdle,” or ¢ slept
there” is the more literal reading. Hence

the school, and remained some

friend advises,
terests—their claims.
Feeble churches
jmpliedly, the contracting for a certain
and
new. inlerests amoung us need:
term with a pastor by a church, I could
help; and then a vast South rises up
but ask myself if Mr. Tappan had read
pleadingly to ask, ‘ What are you
the article ‘“ Some of the Causes and
going to dq for Home Missions, for: those
Evils of short Pastorates,” in your issue of
liberated
slaves, whose liberty you so
the 6th of December. Whether our friend
earnestly prayed for,and whose enlighten- “has read that articleor not, I would like

‘common food of the Arabs of to-day. fary of the followers of Baal were powThe widow of Zarephath prepared * a lit- erless since God was not in them. Theirs
tle cake” for the famished prophet.
cake was prepared by the angel

term. , In

room with myself, and so my acquaintGod which, the Psalmist so beagtifully
~ but to expresses: ‘‘ And let the beauty , of the ance with him was at once familiar and
are on ‘Lord our God'be upon us: and establish | thorough. *
If I were to note any leading traits of
thou the work of our hands upon us;
our hands?
i
How vast the range of our. possibili- yea, the work of our hands establish thou character in him, it would be thorough
conscientiousness and downright honesties! On’ the que
an opportunity for
ty. His countenance was open, his speech’
a signal failure; |
e other for an ever- |
AND OHUROHES,
frank, sometimes blunt, but always marklasting success, <u
ed by the utmost truthfulness and sinceriThe beginning
“gf” this wolk ‘must be i
BY BEV." WF.
ty, and his convictions were strong and
personal, and of the first PerEoy--: Credecisive. He was not without his eccenate in me a clean heart, 0 God.” The
good things-about ministers salatricities, some of which were marked, and
it extends to the household, embracin

but not until * the still small voice” was

Itisa

first

which will insure abundant pros-

‘

MANIFESTATION

be ‘assumed of ac-

its

the autumn of that same year, I entered

petity not onlyto our churche
all the moral enterprises which

vAH. (1) “Elijah was told to go, and
stand upon the mount before the Lord;

. and drink.” This food was a *¢ cake baken on the eoals.™
It is not said that he
found
the eake baking.on the coals, but
been

Those who stood for Jehovah
to attack the worship of Baal.

11,12.

(1) * And he arose, and did eat

that
a cake had’

am with you,” we may

light.

only
to be awakened by an angel, and
supplied with the food to which reference
in our lesson is made.
8. BLuAH
\STRENGTHENED
FORTY

Days.

offin numbers and decline ‘in. spirituality

opened

Used by

a

Scriptares

marriage, and to her idolatrous course.

Hampshire,

1 need all the divine power

Mad

The

fled

Thy presence all my sorrows heal,

experiences of distant school days. In the
summer of 1834, Strafford Academy, New

0

to Beersheba, in Judah.

he

Of indwelling siv, and feel *

recollections of the scenes and

=n

Hence,

Hear thy voice above the roar

et

of them.

O thou Lamb of Calvary:
May I see thy smile once more,

a
- E>]

one

freshened

Tow

w

him like

SHE

REV. E. H: HART.—AT S80HOOL.
The recent death of Bro, Fart, late of
Lynn, Mass., has greatly revived and

|

AN ORISON,
BY LGA:
eh Tiss, )
vce 2aro

~~ wm

early been

offered to him there.

—————

Le

1]

5

v | sults. God can make use of simple means
istry ; and this because it is wholly urnecessary. = The churches can well af- | to accomplish glorious ends.
Varysburg, N. Y. :
young men into the ministr y
ford to help p young
who propose to give themselves wholly

|

| back to the churches with all the impgoveBY REV. W. L. NOYES,
The
erection
was
not
according
to
law
A servant girl,as she went forth to hertoil ments.
QUESTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE.
Ifthe churches would have the minisbut was ofpious intent ; and so these al- in the morning, was accustomed to sing,
(For Questions see Lesson Papers.)
try. more successful in their work, let
tars, at Ramah, Mizpeh, Carmel and oth- not retrospectively, but prospectively,
them religve them of some of this unnecer places represented devotion to JehoELIJAH AT HOREB
“ One more day’s work for Jesus;”
essary luggage. And to arouse thoughtful
vah.
Hence,under
the
lead
of
the
prophand
so
the
whele
day
was
filled
and
“
Will
he
pread
against
. GoLpEN TEXT $
me with his great power? No;
but he ets of Baal these altars were destroyed. cheered with the sublime thought— “all ness in this direction let it be asked, Why
would put strengthin me.” Job 2: 6.
are some of our young men now study-.
We saw Elijah, at Carmel, rebuild one of for Jesus.”
ing in other than our own schools ? Also
these
demolished
altars.
(c¢)
*“
And
slain
And
how
would
it
do
for
us
as
a
peoX Kings 19 :8««18.
thy prophets.” The reference of Obadiah ple, standing as we do, just.across the as te pgobablo results. History is a faith| to that massacre is the first and only ac- threshold of a mew year, to sing and con- * ful teacher. Let us consider the past.
count of it. It was the work of Jezebel, template,”
These words are ** as to wise men."
Notes and Hints.
Thus our work is before us, broad and
“ Onemore year's work for Jesus m
Jezebel enraged at the slaught er of the who now sought to add another to her
And what shall the year upon svhich we full of interest. And with bis help who
Probably they had provoked
priests of her gods, sent word to Elijah victims.
to hef have now entered be to us—the falling has not only said, ¢ Go ye,” but,§* Lo, 1
that, on the morrow, she would make herto the act by the opposition
erected,and worship

BR
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1877.
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places” altars to Jehgvah had

25.

i
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OUR WORK.
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STAR,
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rately followed the law they would have
erected only one central place of worship,
But inin *‘“hihigh
and one altar
iff
’ of sacrifice,

MORNING

A

3.8. Bepurtment.

THE
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Brooke!
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'T have friends in spirit-land,

Not others bat themselyes are they.

+ And still I think them the same
As when the Master's summons

|

came;

Their change,*the holy morn-light breaking
+Pon the dream-worn sleeper, waking,—
A change from daylight into day.
— Whittier.

VI.
The trouble with our praying is not so
much that we do not pray enough or

have not faith enough, as that we all
wantto be on God's Ways and Means
Committee.—R. L. D. Havens.
Sl

Vii,

i

. How sure it Ba
That if we say a true word, instantly

We feel ’tis God’s, not ours, and pass it on.
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Selections,
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:
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tality of the soul, but he too commonly
rod? When it falls upon us all we shall conceives of “soul” in that connection
; as if there were
~ | surely see our Father's hand at the other as an abstract entity
end of it. Itis not them wielded by a some vast etherial existence which, to the
tyrant, nor is it an iron rod ; neither-is it spiritual realm, should be what matier
a dead bramble, but rather a living
rose is to the realm material. Whereas,the imbranch. Like Aaron's rod it buds and mortality of the soul, if it be at all, is the
blossoms, and bears fruit —*‘ the peacea- immortality of your soul, an individual
ble fruits of righteousness.”
: soul: distinctin its personality from evAre we passing under the ‘rod to-day? Sy ther a being complete in and by
elf.
gaat
Behold how the smiting shakes off the
. And if we are his, can

THE SABBATH.
Fresh glides the brook and blows the gale
Yet

yonder halts the quiet mill;

The whirling wheel, the rushing sail,
x
How motionless and still!
Six days of toil, poor child of Cain,
Thy strength the slave of want may be; -

The seventh thy limbs escape the chain—

A God hath made thee free!

we not kiss

submission,

and

holy

joy,

and

To teach. the soul its noblest worth,
The rest from mortal toil is given;
Go snatch the brief reprieve from earth,

gather it up and eat it, that it may be unto us the joy-and rejoicing of our hearts.

We can not see, therefore, how the
immortality of souls,—we
prefer that

may

They tell thee, in their dreaming school,
power from old dominion hurled,

makes of each of us what we are,

see where the fruit falls, and may

Let us take

‘When rich and poor, with juster rule,
Shall share the altered world.

.

all

form

our trials as love-tokens,

Alas! since time itself began,
That fable hath but fooled the hour;
Each age that ripens power in man,
But subjects mun to power.

~

ttouching
the ground -with their

they are clap-trap.

not tobe emaciated,

etiolated

men,

The following is from the

Trowel,

/There

is a disease to which children are

subject,

called the rickets, wherein their heads
swell as large as two heads, and their
legs are

crooked,

We

tians; they

hinders

which

have many

hear much

rickef§f

their

heads

swell with empty notions and undigested
opinions, but their legs are crooked, their

walking is perverse. Every such person
is 2 mocker of God, a deceiver of himself, a discourager of ministers, a barren
soil, a bad servant, a beholder of his natural face in a glass, a builder of his house
upon the sand.—Phillip Henry.

TWO SORTS OF CHRISTIANS. |
There are many who are

very zealqus,

very regular, very
orthodox, amazingly
diligent in upholding
the church, shocked

at false doctrine or irregular practice ; but
they are bitter, intolerant, unloving, and
even malignant. In vain you listen for
the soft answer that turneth away wrath ;
in vain you look for the sympathetic spirit
that considers the case of i

or

the

charity that suffers long and is kind.
Hard to their servants, exacting to all
their dependents,

nursing

hatred,

and

cherishing the memory of wrongs, they
are as bad as the disciples who would
have called down fire from heaven to consume the Samaritan village. Well for

themif they hear the Master's rebuke in
this life 5 they run such a

risk

of bearing

In awful tones on a future day—** I-never

knew you ; depart from me,

ye that work

iniquity.” On the other hand, we sometimes find both men and women deficient in many ways, but rich in spirit of
ministering.

We find them,

perhaps,

in

churches of. which we de not think well,
or in connection with a creed we abhor.
Let us not for such reasons think little of
grace
their spirit, but rather magnify the
of Him who makes the flower to bloom

in the desert aud the birch and pine tree
to spring from a cleft
of the naked rock.
And for ourselves, surely, the rich lesson
must be—If the desert or the rock cam

show such fruitful Jiauis, how wuch richer fruit should be found on those in refer-

religion

of the

sticks to its promises;
for a good character
N

“emrour

and

he

these are tried ; and there

i\a third

sort,

in

the

tremtment

the blood

the

of

itself

of dogs who have

An apostdte is
none are more

organs

every

For CUTANEOUS

into

direct

action

ALI,

sweet-

FORMS

upon

OF

their

CHILLS

and

DEFENDING THE BIBLE.

truth

of 41

claims.

>

in large

DYSPEPSIA.

« Adugrtisements,

ye

multiplicity

exceedin

pumber, and

wearied through eternity I—Dr. Ogden.
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of which all civilized
communities are
cognizant, for Biblical Truth has asserted that the ‘‘ Sins
of the fathers shall
visit even unto the third and fourth
gen-,
erations 2 and to BROKEN-DOWN IND
EN *“EEBLED
CONSTITUTIONS
it is a
powerful rejuvenator, causing the wreck
of man once more to assume the God-like
form of manhood.
_

which cares more
than afine coat;

and

all

causes that lead to this

like
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discovery of the present
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returned to their vomit.
like
a leper. As arule,
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age,
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keeps God's com-

A revival which will

from

commerce
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ARY DISORDERS,
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temptation.

rable

indeed,

where

which lives in the same direction that it
prays; which denies ungodly lusts, and
stress of
which éan be trusted in every

There is strong consolation in these bitter enemies of the cross than those who
words of the rivet ‘prophet: *‘ He opice
professed to be followers of Jesus.
doth not afflict willingly I”
© who can turn away from Christ ismot’
The word translated *‘ willingly” means a fit companion for any honest man.—
* from his heart.” ‘‘ He doth not afflict Christian Secretary.
;
from his heart,” but only and always {rom
his hand. When his hand is lifted up
’
|
against us, his heart is yearning .over us
How magnificent is this idea of God's
with
unspeakable
tenderness.
When government ! That he inspects the whole
Joseph ‘ made himself strange”. unto his and every part of his universe every mobrethren, and
spake roughly” to them, went, and orders it according to the counhis heart. said, *O my
brothers!” So sels of his infinite wisdom and
goodness,
when God makes himself strange to us io by his omnipotent will; whose thought is
the disguise of some dark providence, power and
his acts ten thousand times
he

and

{

the

of

land many years ago wrote what he enFirstly, then, let us beware of dirty titled ** An Apology for the Bible,” upon action of the stomach and intestines. The
dogs, or as Paul calls them, ** evil-work- which an eminent man to whom the sub- nervous irritability of literary and all
a sedentary life, is
ers,” those who love filth and roll in-it. ject was mentioned said that he did not persons pursuit
The
by this agent.
remove
Dirty dogs will spoil your clothes, and think the . Bible needed any apology. The speedily
stomach is restored to health and the keyrespond
more
once
will
make you as foul as they are themselves. church's need to-day is not apologetics so note of the system
performance of labor.
A- man is known by the company he much as energy; and if, i§stead of striv- in the
P#fice, One Dollar, in large bottle, or
keeps; if you go with logse fellows your ing to defend the Bible, they would rath- si» bottles, $5.
.
Ta
character will be tarred ‘with the same: er study it, believe it, and use it, their
brush as theirs.
success would be much greater. We
Secondly, ‘ beware of -snarling dogs.
have a liberal supply of apologies; let us
There are plenty of these about ; they are have an increaseof energetics ; let us Fie
generally very small creatures, but they, the rubbish of human babbling out of t
>
TRACHEON.
make up for their size by their noise. path, and let the word of Christ have fre
They yap and snap without end.
They course and be glorified. Through the
A slight so-called cold will ofttimes
uncared
find fault with anything and everything. furrows plowed by the great moral cons lead to a serious cough, which,
or badly treated, must have but one
When they dare they howl, aud when vulsions of the age, let the healing wa- for
case
settled
a
in
eventuate
must
result—it
they can not do that they lie down and ters of eternal life pour with steady flow. of BRONCHITIS, or what is worse, the
suffering
all
To
ION.
deadly CONSUMPT
growl inwardly. Beware of these creat- In the soil which the plowshare has rent from
harassing cough and expectoration
ures.
Make no friends ‘with an angry and upheaved,
TRACHEON offers a sound, reliable, an
let it be our work to scatIt augments expectorelief.
permunent
man : as well make a bed of stinging net- ter far and wide the seeds that have in
to expel
and enables the Darien
tles or weara viper for a necklace.
; them the elements of divine life, and ration,
which, if left
deposit,
septic
terribly
that
Thirdly, besvare of fawning dogs. They which shall germinate and produce an without judicious treatment, must comits poison to the vesicular subjump up upon youapd leave the marks immortal harvest. We need uot trouble mundicate
stance of the lung, degenerating and deof their dirty paws. How they will lick ourselves so much to defend and endorse stroying that most essential of, organs,
unand
and fondle you as long as-there are bones the word ot God. The best endorsement and ultimates only in anN early
has no e ual,
timely death. TRACHEO
to get.
Too much sugar in the talk of bread it isto feed it to hungry souls mach
less a superior, and its use will not
should lead us to suspect there is very lit- that perist without it. The best-endorse- only remove the deposit, thereby: affording
reat relief, but heals the membrane an
tle in the heart. The moment one praises ment of a light is to let it shine that men
eaves the patient in possession of healthy
you to your face mark him, for he is the seeing it may walk in its rays.
The best tung, tissue.
Cents per bottle, or six
rice fry
yor gentleman to rail at you behind your proof of the efficiency of a two-edged
bottles, 82.5
’
it
back.
°
drives
which
thrust
keen
the
gword is
Fourthly, bewareof greedy dogs, such tothe very hilt; and it is useless fora
as can never have enough. Grumbling is man'to argue against ‘the divine word
sets
‘contagious; one discontented mu
PILON.
when like a Damascus blade it pierces
others complaining, and this is ® bad to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit,
Many causes tend to produce this pain-.
Folks who are and iga discerner of the thoughts and
The blood is
state of mind to fall into.
ful and distressing state.
the too frequent
retarded in its return;
greedy are not always honest, and if they intents of the heart.
produce
of drastic Bur, atives tends to action
use
of
see a chance they will put their spoon inowels, terpid
congestion of
We need not trouble ourselves so much
numerous other causes are
to their neighbor's porridge; why not about defending God's word. If we will ‘the liver, and this
hitherto
and
,
complaint
the source of
into yours ?
resented to
has been
effectual
just slip the bars of the cage and let the nothi
would rapidly alleviate
Fifthly, beware of yelping dogs. Those lion out, he is abundantly able to take the public, whichultimatel
y firovs an effectand
symptoms
who talk much tell a great many lies, and care of himself; and the best answer to
have a remedy
In PILON we
4ve cure.
if you love truth you had better not love those who find. fault with the word of which
not only acts almost instantly, but
e the largest tumors of the parts
will
Those who talk much are likely God is to scatter it like healing leaves
them.
who
many
and
by absorption,
(ites)
enoughto speak ill of their neighbors, among the dying nation, and bless with
ve recetved not only benefit, but have
assured
been
and of yourself among the rest; and ils sweet influences those who sit in darkhave
cured,
radically
been
(prior to using this treatment) by emitherefore, if you do not wish to be town ness, and in the shadow of death. The
that the only relief they
Aureus
talk, you will be wise to find other best cure for infidelity, is living, earnest, nent
an
expect in life, would be
ever co
and
removing
it or them
m
friends:
The Bible lived out,
Bible Christianity.
h
e
body
by
a
procedure
which
itat
Sixthly, bewore of dogs that
more
do
will
med,
proclai
od the knife. This remedy has been hailed
practised, and
sheep. Such get into our chur
with delight, and is mow prescribed by
to stop the mouths of gainsayers than - many
procitaing physicians, who are cogcause a world of misery.
any ‘quantity of learned argumentation.
of its merits, as the only Jfnown
new doctrines as rotten as ghey are new: Keep to God's word. Publish it. Let nizant
sure cure for PILES.
Price,
Fifty Cents per package, or six
others have 'new plans{ whims, and it defend itself, and, the blessing of God
for $2.50,
o
crochets, and nothing wil} go right till shall be upon the seed which is sown-in

_ Seventhly, beware

When

tells

which:

mandments;

which aro out of love with eMerybody and
ence to whom God asks, * What could everything, and only
comes into the
-have been donein my vineyard, that I churches to see if they can make a, row.
have not done in it?"— Rev. J. Service. \{ Mark these and keep clear of them. - - ~

-tonderness.

which

voluminous of

tive properties, it being, most unquestion~
ably, the very acme of medical triumphs,
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The revival which we

his sole Was

their proper normal and functional condition. A very brief space of time will
convince any
patient using it, of its un~
doubted relia nay and wonderful cura-
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tions: but to be himself still. Oaly to. be
forever free from sin, and forever with

text, ‘‘ Beware of dogs.”
These animals
he divides into these classes; we abridge

to
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into

en shall seem but a little way off; even
¢ the next room ” as it were; to step into which is to breathe a fresh atmosphere,
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virtues which render
it invaluable and never failing and b
its continued use will thoroug
pot £4
cate all diseases
of the blood. Its imgredients are of a purely harmless extraction, the products gathered
rémote
Egyptian Provinces, and where there is
the slightest taint of disease in: the system, it never fails in ejecting that disease
through. the medium of the skin, or expelling it through the many and various
channels of the body, thereby allowing, |

that shall be better; and that we shall not
there lose the consciousness of personal
identity, nor miss that identity in others.
So it may be to the Christian that beav-

his sermon as follows:
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ut to the Christhe ending of its wo
death is nota stopping; it isa reian
‘moval simply to a higher sphere, where
the pleasure of symmelrical and harmonious activity shall be enhanced, even as
the activity itself is. to be infinitely elevated. If the immortality of our souls

himself is the sensible but eccentric John
from the
Ploughman, who discourses

He who hears the Word and does not
do it is a monster in religion. He is all
having

death

BEWARE
.OF DOGS.

HEARERS AND NOT DOERS.

work with nor feet to walk

learn

chafed’by them,— Congregationalist.

for

the sake of being pure and
good. The
Christian is
typical Christian, the ideal
strong, full on every side, earnestly doing
whatever il is right for anybody to do.
Not slothful in business; fervent in
spirit ; serving the Lord, is the Christian's
motto,— Christian Union.
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of individuality in the life

pending upon

WHAT IS A DEOLINE IN PIETY?

eet, and who live.in -a serene world
where nothing disturbs them. We are

of

geno

snes

BOOK;
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on House. | Boards
uccess. One of rare value. Has articles
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housekeeper.”~Tribune, Chicago. POCKET Kh. eluding WA
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TION 8 fred or, ton cont stamp. J. Fred. Wag- | CASH, or
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new endeavors; but the same man still,
extending into a new sphere, and ex-

Religious decline should never be flip®
pantly assumed of a church or of an institution of learning. It is too
grave an
Six days way rank divide the poor,
evil to be safely croaked about. 0) should
O Dives, from thy banquet-hall ;
The seventh the Father opes his door, °
not be charged, right and left, upon any
And holds his feast for all!
2
‘body of Christian believers; nor should
— Selected.
| they heedlessly believe it of themselves.
READ
LAI CR Or
Ra
A styleof hortation on the subject is often
IN ALL THINGS.
heard in our churches, which is neither
Religion is not a quality exterior to fraternal nor true. Certain lugubrious
man, which is infused into himas some- bymns had better be remanded to our
thing Separate from his own personality ; shelves of ancient poetry. ** These cold
it is that name by which we designate all hearts of ours” are not an inspiring subright human volition, emotion and action. ject of sacred song. Humble Christians
Where, therefore, a man’s whole carriage who are striving to live a godly life withgreat out talking mueh about it; whose piety is
of himself is according to certain
moral lines and emotions, he has religion of the same type with that of the gray—that'is, he carries himself religiously; haired saint, who, when inquiredof by a
for the fullness of a religious life is not pert youngster whether he had any reiithat which experiences a class of high gion, responded : *‘ None to speak of,” are
emotions alone. Religion is made up of apt to be demoralized by such hymns and
Their judgement of what
intellectual elements, of imaginative ele- exhortations.
ments, of profound moral emotions, of is ‘a Christian life way be obfuscated.
volitions, of education—in other words, Their conscience may be indurated. The
of “everything, It is the whole of the result often is that everybody is (retted
mind aciing rightly, for right ends under and nobody helped. Experienced pastors
a right dvspiration, so that it is like a harp understand this.
A decline of piety is never indicated by
that sounds aright through every string,
one sign alone. When ‘the times are
from the highest to the lowest.
Itis just as much 4 man’s religious out of joint,” everything shows it. Every
duty to do things which are not ordinari- joint is racked by it. Religious decline,
ly called ** religious,” as to do things that if real, is a depravation.of character.
I. speaks with
are. A wan is acting religiously who is Character is many-sided.
The tubsidence of emotransacting his proper business with ener- many tongues.
av, equity and fidelity. That isa part of tion on any one subject of religious
his religious life just as much as it would thought is no evidence .of its deteriorabe for him to sit in prayer meeting and tion. The censorious harangues which
sing sweet hymns and join in the com- are apt to follow in the’ wake of a revival
We of religion, in which everybody is berated
munion of prayer and in fellowship.
are not thin, shadowy men, because we because zeal is no longer at fever heat,
are Christians. Christians are not men are nol apostolic in spirit, any more than
whose blood is pretty much all sucked out they are philosophic in ‘their assampof them, and who move around almost tions. Speaking of them in plain Saxon,
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to come. Each man ‘will be himself in
that life, as he has been in this; sancti
fied, it is true, ennobled, and directed to

0-0-0
++

Yet every day in seven, at least,
One bright republic shall be known ;
Man’s world awhile hath surely ceased,
When God proclaims his own!

of expression,—falls

perpetuation

for surely in kindness only are they sent.
God does not afflict willingly. He sees
the * need be,” though we may not. Let
us then be patient and prayerful under the
rod. —Illustrated Weekly.

is the livest
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apart fromm

lo We aré exhorted to * heur the rod,
but we should use our eyes as well as our
ears, and look when we hear, that we

And pass—a guest to heaven.

are

The soul is not a thing

that within us which thinks and feels, and
hopes, and fears, remembers and rejoices.
It includes within itself, it is, all that
complicated | mechanism of perception,
reason, desire, taste and choice, which

our Father's rod.

It has the largest circulation and
Temperance paper in the Union.

stitute that soul ; all its varied Jntelleoi
al di its motions and affections; its

will.
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‘mmortality of the faculties which con-

hope—but we forbear.
Time would fai
us to count up all the precious fruits of
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Now, again, the immortalityof the in-
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dividual soul means nothing less than the

riety there is, and all from one braneh:
.| There is everlasting love, and sweet
peace, and meek patience, and
perfect

This holy respite to the breast,
"To breathe the gule, to watch the wind,
And know the w eel may rest!
But where the, waves the gentlest glide,
light thine eyes?
‘What image charms to
on the tide,
The spire refl
Invites thee to the skies,

on

: All persons interested in the cause of

the

precious fruits! And what a beautifal va-

Ah1 tender was the law that gave
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THE IMMORTALITY OF SOULS.
- The Christian believes in the immor-

the rod,” his heart says, * How can I give

thee up?”
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rected to such ends and wieldedby his
skillfal ~ hands, marvelous results are

S020
Bh0 oo

produced.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1877.
. A. H. Huling, Western

Editor.

Ministers and

teachers,

many things his superiors, are

in

rebuked,

and are led to. make inquiries respecting
the causes of their own indifferent success; the lukewarm and backslidden are
made to realize the insecurity ofthe
foundations on which they rest, and the
impenitent are impelledto utter thé cry

\ 6. F. MOSHER; Editor.
3

gro
—-
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designed

taining needed comtributions to the missionary cause, the Examiner & Chronicle

sciences of his people,

that make Mr. Meody the power for
good which he has become. ‘Negatives
alone never

constitute

greatness.

The

We are great-

ly mistaken respecting the man,

should

«quires every one of them to help it ac- Mr. Moody be found speaking * slighting-

of Turkey, lies in the Mohammedan relig-

gards subject races, is that there can be

en soi.

EUROPEAN

It will hardly do to speak of Mr. Moody
as the chief personal instrumentality in
the revival in Boston. « With the church2s on their knees a month before he

came, with great expectations going before him and multitudes of helpers ready
to xally about him when he arrived, what

else could be expected but increased

ligious interest?

The

Eastern

Question

will

be

much

mind.

min

1. Turkey is not a nation in the same
sense as England and France and Russia
are nations.

It is not a nation

over by

of Turks,

the

Turks.

churches in a According
to an estimate given by Mr.
great many places would. just remember Godkin in the last
number

Robinson, of Chicago, that she had been

instantaneously cured of: paralysis in .answer to prayer. The woman
in a nearly helpless condition

had been
for seven

that no law

years, and yet, in immediate

answer

contradictory

dates can be binding.
not, ifhe

would,

to its man-

¢ A Sultan’ can

give to

his. Christian

subjects that equality which they demand,

to

prayer, she regained speech and the free
and perfect action’ of all her members, as
she claims, so.fully that she immediately

sia and other Christian nations.

A

tan of Turkey with all his power,

Sul-

which

“No wonder that Mr. Freenian has come

to the conclusion that the Eastern Question simply means ‘‘men are to be left under a form of local administration which,

when the doer of a murder or suspected
murder is not at hand, at once

his kinsfolk to the torture.
comes ontop of the

puts

all

And all this

grinding, fiscal

ex-

actions both of the landowners and of the

with perfect ease.

Of the facts in the

case as stated, ¢. e., the paralyzed

con-

dition and sudden cure, there can scarceJy be a doubt; for they are vouched for by

Dr. Mitchell and other feliable parties.
The case is just now attracting a good
deal of attention, notably from the relig-

ious press. = So far, the opinions expressed are tolerably uniform and the general
verdict is, ** Not Proven.” We desire to
place no limjtations whatever on God's
ability, or purpose, to heal physical mal-

adies’ in these days of a firmly establish-

ed Christianity, and just what God ‘will
do in the exercise of his general

provi-

dence in any particular case we would
not attempt to determine ; but.it is cer-

SR

Next to love, Christ inculcated- the
prirdiples of peace. And he meant them to

applyte individuals a#vrell as to nations.
It was

not so

much peace

as opposed to

war that he taught, as it was a peace that
tended to allay all bad temper, and to
promote
"harmony - and
good feeling
among

men.

If we think

closely,

shall perceive thatthe peace

that

we

Christ

taught is the kind that applies

to dafly

life, and that its spirit is more

painfully

violated by unkindness in the family, or

backbiting in the church,
tween individuals in

or enmity

a community,

bethan

it is by a war betweensnations. It was this

_Deace, that, about to die, he

left

to

his

disciples to keep them united and useful.
And se, always, he taught not only that
people should * live peaceably with all
men,” but that they should * follow the

things that make for peace.”
—part

en.

It is this

of the command that-is-oftenest
brok-|
If we try faithfully to follow the

things that make for peace, that is, al-

ways to promote the greatest possible
right
good-feeling, the whole world
wouldbe much better and happier for
it.

:
* 4044

WORKER.

.

it is quite easy to tell what Mr. Moody
is'not.

He is not a

book-learned

man.

‘He is not a theologian, especially in the
sense in which the term is technically
: employed.
He is nota polished and cultured speaker,-as
- estimated by the approved standards of criticism. And oth-

pean Turkey.

That process of assimila-

tion which has taken place in England,
for instance, between the conquering and

subject peoples, has had no perceptible
influence in Southeastern Europe.
Mr.
Freeman, the English historical “writer,
in a recent article, calls the Turks an in-

vading Horde, who have remained

an in-

“ The people of the revolted lands know

that no faith is to be

placed. in

Turkish

promises. They do not want reférims at
the hand of the Turk ; what they want is
freedom from the Turk and

all that be-

longs to him.” He is confident
one thing which is needed is to
each province, as it demands
practical emancipation from the

vading horde for five hundred years.
1 He says that *‘ the Greek, the Slaves the | yoke.

that the
give to
it,- full
Turkish

character ‘and in-his large

_-#n) successful

administrative

es in Chicago during the past year at 50.

As

:
3
j
the membership of these churches is 4,210 and city to lose.
the value ‘of church property over a million of
SPRINGVILLE, N. Y, In a recent trip of
dollars, the above slight increase may be sug- visiting my brothers and sisters,
1 wag very
gestive in connection with the question raised happy to be permitted to visit this
,
by the Independent as to whether Methodism
where I began housekeeping and a pastors]
is losing its hold in the great cities.
;
life forty-four years ago, and which place I hag
The theology of our Presbyterian friends not seen for forty years. I was happy to fing
must have changed a good deal since the days cour church truly alive and apparently.in
of Prof, Swing’s heterodoxy. Thé announce- growing state, with Bro. Herrick Lard af
ment is now made that Rev. Myron Read, work in his ministerial and pastoral labors, A
Congregationalist, of Milwaukee, and who, to tripled, if not quadrupled village,
and four new
say the least, has been .a * liberalist” to thé churches and their improvements, give signs
very verge of Unitarianism and drawn large of real prosperity. These four churches were
fiudiences in Music Hall by his broad gauge engaged in a protracted revival meeting, just
preaching, has accépted a callto the pastorate as they were forty-four years
since, and once
of the First Presbyterian church, of Indianap- more I had the privilege of
preaching to these
olis, Where is Prof. Patton?
four churches, in a united body. May God
2
bless the churches of Springville is my
prayer.
H, WHITCHER,
Last Friday week, Rev. J. M. Langworthy
closed his meetings for
gevival in Alps Village,
N. Y,, after having continued them for sixteen

‘Storer Normal School,
,

:

successive evenings, and over two Sabbaths,

REVIVAL,

nerve centers and the brain.
Cures, in.
stantaneous and complete, have, in cases
of this kind, not unfrequently occurred
where no supernatural agency has been
sought ox claimed.

Christianity

can not

afford to claim as miraculous that which
can be accounted for as having a possible

eral sentiment of that

denomination

of

Christians commonly known as Disciplés,
in a recent editorial on the union of all
the Baptist bodies.
The article was
called out by the suggestions of a correspondent
(“D. M. G.) in favor of some
such union. The Standard says :

~ One of the great troubles, so far as im-

The house was crowded every evening,
iq the
interest was fully kept up to the list. The

storm-cloud! It is the plan of God to. give en-

couragement
months past,

equal to the
our hearts at

made very sad,

day.
times

in consequence

For some
have heen

effort has resulted in the reclaiming of quite a
number of the backslidden, and the conver.

of disaster so

sion of a good number of souls,

unnecessary to our cause at Richmond,
Va.;
—more concerning which it may be proper
, for

The work

has taken mostly heads of families, some men
of ferty and even fifty years and over; men of

the pjiblic to understand, at a subsequent. period. Andnow our hearts are cheered and
tilled with grateful praises in consequence of
the conversion of young men and young
Women connected with Storer Normal school,

standing and worth, bringing their wives with
them, or the wives bringing their husbands
with them,—and some few of the youth, The

afternoon of the day previous to Bro. I's leay-

ing, sixteen united with the church. The
church now numbers thirty-six members, with

Harper's Ferry, West Va.
Fourteen have ex.
pressed hope in Christ during the present
re-

others proposing to unite, and still the work
gradually moves on.
I. B. COLEMAN,

vival, so that at this time, a large per cent, of
all the students are workers for Christ. We

are often reminded of the fact, that thousands

salvation will come upon many of its student
s,

LisBON Q. M, The February session was
held at Lancaster last week. It was well attended and business so promptly disposed ofas
to allow an unusual portion of time for devotional meetings. ‘Rev. Hiram Stevens represented the Sandwich Q. M., and Rev. A. H.

Aro necessary to our prosperity.

rendered efficient help, both in conference

learning, and, hence, we expect the blessin
g of

to the

from the dedication of their house of worship,

The bow of promise still spans the receding

tainly most unfortunate for these whe be-

of-diseases traceable

organized

oppression,

which

8.

ability, from

'

Benonvinational Hefos.

lieve in modern miracles of healing that
all the cases cited belong invariably to

that class

his membership in the School Bo
i
have made him too valuable a man for teal
the

for the welfare of our benevolent ad

their prayers with ours for this Institution

of

But we will not forget that business and
money

Milliken the Wheelock Q. M.

:

The

desk.

THE PLRDGES.

was

The pledges made at the Anniversarie
s in
Oct. last, and at other times, (some
of which

These brethren

and

subject of systematic beneficence
and

agitated,

adopt the plan

resolved

was

it

recommended

that

we

by Gen. Conf.

and lately presented by the Financial Secretary
of our benevolent societies. We would here

have been promptly met) are largely our
hope;
for the lifting of the expenses of the
school
last year! I need not tell you how much
we
need those old dues. And, then, what shall

commend to the prayerful consideration of the

several churches of our.Q. M.. 2. Cor. 8: 11.—

‘ Now

we do, for the present year, one half of which
has already passed away? The Woman's
F.
B. Miss. Soc. pays the salary of one of our
lady teachers—a noble act—as well as makes
a

therefore perforni-the doing of it;

that

as there was a readiness to will, so there may
be a performance also out of that which ye
have,”
Woodstock chureh reports a good revival
Interest, but its pastor, Bro. R. McDonald, has
just resigned. Who will take his place? The

liberal donation in aid of poor girls; but other
teachers are to be paid; also, insurance, repairs, &e., &e. Iam impressed to ask special
prayers by our ministers and«churches, for
the

church at Lancaster, it will be remembered, is
less than
a year old. They have no wealthy

in the reasonable
ean not be os.

heavily.
In view of this fact, the regular Q.
M. collection, $15.65, was devoted to them.
The Q. M. also voted to: put $100 into the Home
Mission treasury for their benefit. They are

reliefof our financial wants; and, particularly
that endowment of this Institution be accomplished. The impdrtance of the work with-

members, and the hard times press upon them

gorobabilities of this school,
expressed in words!
3 A. H.N MORRELL,

Sinlsfers and Ghurches,

covered

European Turkey should be freed decided, the former in a case that a few
such a tyranny. It may be asked, years ago arose in California, and the

“+ PoAhisis added devoted piety, as is ev- is there no hope of reform ? Our space latterin a similar case in Pemnsylvania,
idenced by his faith, ¢ourage and enthu- will allow us to give but a very little of that a minority candidate is not entitled
~

Presiding Elder Jutkins reports the increase
in the membership of all the Methodist church=

mersionist bodies are concerned, is the
worthy - of this and more. “ The people
Harper’s Ferry, Feb, Fa
¢ “Thus the Eastern Question may communion question. TheRegular Baphave a mind to work,” and God is blessing
’
on restricting commun- | _
other nations, under Turkish power, re- | -be-sotved:*—¥f-practieal -independenceisjs. tistsdnsist—not
them.
Rev, A, L, Morey, tlicle patar, and
ion in the Lord’s Supper to immersed, be-.
his worthy companion are doing a good work,
main now as distant from the Turk as only to be had at the “ cost of a nominal lievers, but—en restricting it to the memare popular with the people apd are winhing
they were in the days of the first’ con- homage, or even fixed tribute, to the bers of regular Baptist churches. *’
golden opinions from outside, both for themEV. A. H. MORRELL writes that a revival
tottering
despot
of
Constantinople,
1
do
»
.
*
:
54
On the other
quest.”
:
selves and for our cause. ‘During the Session.
interest is reported at Martins
2., What then is the character of the not think that practical independence hand, the bodies Known as * open com- and also at Berryville, Va, # burg, W. Va., several rose for prayers and some of the minmunfon * insist on it as a distinct feature
isters remained for protracted effort.
Turk ? We all know that he exalts with should be refused on those terms.”
of church life, and in some sort as a test
DURING the past year the Gt. Falls, N. H.,
divine saricgjon self-respect and self-con- |
F. I. WiLey.
of fellowship, that the pious unimmersed
be invited to commune.
fidence, knows comparatively nothing
In our. judg-- Free Baptist church has been very prosperous,
THE ELECTORAL COMMISSION.
Donations.
ment, these are both unscriptural tests of and over one hundred members have been
about humility and self-denial, and
Rev. B. F. Jefferson, of South Strafford, Vt.
It is greatly to be regretted that the fellowship, and the Disciples will never united to the church, between eighty and nineTanks it a high virtue fo despise the un- decision of the Commissioners not to go
received a donation of £70.00, Jan, 31.—Rev.
:
consent to a basis of union in which either ty by baptism.
W. Fuller, of the Stephentown Center
believer,who can in rio-wise be his equal.
(N.
one
or
the
other
of
these
pet
notions
is
back of the electoral returns for eviREV. R. L. D. PRESTON closes his labors
Y.) church received a donation of $40.00 from
As Mr. Godkin plainly says, as a people
insisted
on
as
a
feature
of
the
union.
dence, and to count the Florida vote for
with the church at Williamstown, Vt., on the West Stephentown & Nassau church, Jan,
“ the followers of the Prophet [Mahomet]
While we quite dgree with the sugges- April
Hayes, should have been reached by a
30.——Rev, E. Smith of Strafford Bow Lake
1st, and would be glad to correspond
began by looking onthe whole earth as
strictly party vote.
However void of tions of our centemporary, in the closing with any church desiring a pastor. His ad- church acknowledges gifts amounting to $80.00
their legitimate prey and the saber as
in value.——At the annual gathering of the
political
prejudice the -vote may have paragraph of the editorial from which we dress is Chelsea, Vt.
the noblest and. best instrument for the
churcli in West Stephentown, N. Y., the
been, the record weats a suspicious look. have quoted, that the cultivation of a betWE are requested to say that Rev. A, Deer- friends left the pastor something over $152
propagation of their creed,—a combina- And the burden of the suspicion must ter acquaintance and freer intercourse betion of perhaps unequaled efficiency in
tween Free Baptists and Disciples is de- ing has not labored in a revival at W. Frank- cash.——Rev. E. Blake, of Deerfield, N. H.,
necessarily fall on the minority, for it
lin, Vt., as stated in Star<of Feb. 7. The
on Jan, 25, received $45.00 in cash, which tosirable, we are so destitute of evidence to
narrowing the range of one's sympathy
meetings were conducted by Rev's R. W. Colhas swung off from one of the most able
gether with other presents exceeds $60.00,—
and giving zest to conquest and spoliashow that the two bodies named have as lins and M. H. Blackman.
Rev. J. P. Hewes and family acknowledge a
and distinguished majorities, so far as
tion.” Also:
yet come to ‘‘see eye to eye” that we
»
:
donation of $64.00 from the Hortonvile, Wis.
character and all the requisites of an imBro. ERNEST WESLEY writes that he spent church.
hope no valuable time will be wasted in
LE
—
———
2 recent Sabbat
with the
the cowed condition to which three cen- partial verdict are concerned; that has reaching-after the unripe fruit of a union
h F., B. churehNew in
appeareld“in
many
a
day.
city, and reports a good work. Aboft
turies of Mussulman aggressions had rewhich, though possible, is exceedingly York
A PRECIOUS work of grace is in progress
sixty have found Christ there, and the work
The opinion is honestly held by many
duced Christian powers can hardly ‘do
problematical.
continues. Bro. Rowell and the whole church. among the students at Hillsdale College.
better than read the history of the de- persons that the Commissioners had a
mands of these Barbary States en the right to go back of the returns—that is,
are much encouraged,
REV. J. M. KAYSER writes of a gracious
United States from 17850 1805,and of the
revival at Winneconne, Wis., shared by the
—THE NEW YORK NORMAL SCHOOLS.
to
inquire
into
the
ways
and
means
by:
attack of Lord Exmouth on Algiers in
THE Camden street F. B, chureh in Rock- F. Baptist and Presbyterian churches working
1816, when he released two thowsand which the Electors from the disputed ‘The New York Assembly has left off land, Me., is now enjoying a refreshing
in conjunction. Over fifty have expressed a
from
eight hundred and seventy-five Christians states got their certificates. But sueh an worrying the Aeademies in the State for the presence of the
Lord.
The
Week of desire for salvation, and the work goes on.
from captivity, mostly
Frenchmen and act, besides being a direct invasion of the the present, and is turning its attention Prayer was observed,
WE learn that the Bovina church in. the
and the meetings have
Italians, who had been seized in their
to the Normal Schools. The proposition continued every night since. The church has Tama Q. M., Towa, has enjoyed a work of
fields and homes in Sardinia, Naples and rights and dutiesiof the States, would in- is to withhold the usual State appropri| been quickened, backsliders reclaimed, and grace recently under the labors of Rev. E. A.
It is the
Provence, and sold into slavery in the in- volve almost endless labor.
many others have commenced a new and betHowe, the result. of which has been some
ation
from
those
schools,
and
thus
throw
duty
of
the
States
to
see
that
electoral
terior. And yet this was only the close
twenty additions to the church.
ne
of a chapter of horrors nearly three cen- certificates are issued in due form and ; them entirely upon their own resources “ter life,
v
Rev.
A.
M.
TOTMAN
has
resigned
‘the
pasturies long, and those corsairs were
for
support.
The
statistics
adduced
do
according to law. And having performTaE Lord is graciously reviving his work in torate of the Liberty (Ill.) church, to take
but the western outposts of a system of
ed that duty, we do net see how Con- indeed show a need of improvement in the West Oneonta, N. Y. Christian,

the eastern shores of the Mediterranean gress can constitutionally do less than to
and stretched back to the frontier of accept and count the votes thus certified
.
er negatives -could easily be added to the Persia. In fact, it is probably no exag- to when presented.
geration to say that-no single tributary to
" The call of States will now - doubtless
list.
the great sea of human misery has equalYet positive elements must and do ed in depth and duration that which has proceed to Louisiana and Oregon,and unenter into the charactét of the man who flowed from the contaet of Islam with til these are disposed of, which’ will not.
has, from obscurity, attained a world- Christianity in Europe. Of all the po- be done for ten -days or more, we can
wide fame, and who has profoundly litical terrors by which the human imag- know almost as little as ever about who
ination has been oppressed, probably nos is to be President.
stirred both England and America.
In- one has clouded
the fature of se: many
It now looks as though the severest
-deed, no single word is better expressive persons of all
and sexes as the fear
| struggle of all might be made over the
-of Mr. Moody's power and success than of Mussulman conquest or invasion.
positiveness.
Se
fey
The details of this pietare as carried case of the third Oregon eleetor, but in
As the basis of his character, Mr. out i‘any country cam be readily eom- forecasting the probable decision of the
Moodyis gifted with an abundance of ceived, especially when the lurid light of Commissioners it should be borne in
common sense. This is manifest in his such atrocities as those reeently eommit- mind that two of the judicial mem bers
(Judges Field and Strong) have already
practical judgment, in his ready insight ted in Bulgaria is thrown upon it.

into human

\

of the friends of
education and religien
amongst the freedmen, are constantly
uniting

Sultan's tax-gatherers., , . Men suf- solution on natural grounds,
of the North
fering
under wrongs like these see but
that, when they incline to complain be- American
Review, the Mussulmans numone answer to the question whether: such. ——THE PosiTioN DEFINED.
- «cause their pastor does not get up a re- ber only
The Chrisabout three millions ou of a
things are to be any longer -endured.” tian Standard doubtless speaks the genvival, they would be doing a very fair population of*twelve
millions in Euro-

thing. With such preparatory and co-operative work on the part of the church,the efforts of a much less ‘famous revivalist
might result quite as marvelously.
Ifall
the churches’ in the country would try
* that method, but few of them would fail
of showing their solicitons-and burdened
pastors just such results as the .Boston
churches are showing Mr. Moody.

don

and which is demanded for them by Rus- walked several rods to a neighbor's house

Turkish legislation or administration.”

TURKEY.

more readily understood if the character
of the Turkish governmept is kept in

're- but a nation
ruled

If the

TOPIOS.

no “equality between the true believer
and the infidel; that the Koran is to the
Turk what our constitution is to us, and

is apparently rather than really despotic,
cording tothe measure of his ability.” ly of education, culture or grace of ‘man- is perfectly helpless in any attempt to
Each denomination has its points of doc- ner as elements of ministerial success. set aside or override the law of the
<trine on which it strenuously insists, ‘but 1t is not for the want of these. things that Koran which recognizes no possibility
there is not a single duty that was more Mr. Moody has become what he has, but of equality between an infidel and a. be«clearly stated by Christ than that .of he has become such in spite of this want.’ liever in the religion of Mohammed.”
He has evidently been raised up to do This is in accord . with the facts.
For
preaching the gospel to all people.
At
a
specific
work. This work may be,among nearly forty years the Sultans have been
the present time missionary work at
home and abroad is languishing.
The other things, th give a practical exem- endeavoring to infuse new strength into
hard times naturally hold back contribu- plification of the truth, ‘ Not by might the Empire by reformatory decrees, but,
tions. And meanwhile souls are perish- nor by power, but by my Spirit.” Could continues Mr. Godkin, ** testimony of
our New England ministry, with all their the strongest kind has been steadily
"ing. God give us indeed ¢* a missionary
pouring in ever since, and is now astonconviction,” so that,whatever prominence ability and culture, be permefited with
we give to other divine injuctions, we Mr. Moody's spirit, what extensive and ishing ' Europe, that the condition of the
Christian population has undergone htmay feel an individual duty to help sus- glorious results would follow !
Sb
oo
*>ro >
tle amelioration during that period of
tain our missionary enterprises.
y

‘OURRENT

the Chicago noon prayer meeting, currency was given to the claim of a Mrs.

con- them and laments them.

and that he re-

L ——
> + —

of all the evils endured by subject peoples

that derived from the Koran, the fundamental principle of which system, as re-

do to be $aved ?" So Mr. Moody becomes

believes thatthe urgent need is ‘‘ a mis- number and excellence of his positive
sionary Conviction—a profound belief qualities cause all his . deficiencies to be
He doubtless recognizes
that Jesus Christ has himself laid ‘the forgotten”

missionary cause on the hearts and

contributed an able article to Harper's
Weekly, in which he states that the root

formed church and Schelling.

ion of their rulers, who govern not by
of the Philippian jailor, * What must I any recegnized code of secular law, but

for publioa-,

.. Speaking of the best methods of ob-

duties.”
Not long since Majer A. G. Constable

aring a new edition of Stier's
Words
of the Lord Jesus" in several volumes.
He contributed a number of articles to
Appleton's Cyclopedia, amoug others the
articles on Calvin, Hegel, Kant, the re-

——AN ALLEGED MIRACLE.
Some time
since, through a statement of Rev. Dr,
Mitchell, of the Presbyterian church, at

an instrument of the highest service.
tion should be addressed tothe Editor, and all In many respects his equal has not apetters on ‘business, remittances of money, &c., peared since the Reformation. .
should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N.H.
But it is not the things which he lacks
Aa- All communications

sov ereignty to aruler and people who
have over and over again proved their
incapacity
for the discharge of. such

¢

to a certificate of election beeause of the

conduct of the Normal Schools, especial-

ly

when

the small

number

of gradu-

ates each year is compared with the large
attendant

expense,

but

we

do

not

see

how this is going to be remedied by with-

holdi

¢ State appropriation.

can deny

No one

the great worth of the public

schools to the State.

But their. worth

largely depends upon the qualifications-of
their teachers.

Is {it not wise,

then, for

the State to use all proper means to help
in training those teachers?

"BRIEF NOTES. The metto of the New Hampshire Sunday

the dear Lord is working with them.
Some
forty have started on the heavenly way, and

others are coming.

AW.

J.

ple.

peo-

Any church in want of fn earnest, de-

_voted and successful pastor will do well to
dress Bro. T. at Atkinson, Ill.

ad-

" REV. ASA PIERCE has just closed a series of
meetings with the Day’s Creek church, Salem
(Ind.) Q. M., which resulted in nine accessions
Rev. B. F. Marsden is pastor. The effect on | to the church. - Bro. Pierce was ‘aided in the
those who have heretofore attempted to be earlier part of the meetings by Rev. J. H.
i
Christians in secret is quite marked, they bold- Baldwin of Centerburgh, 0.’
:
~. JOHN M. Davis.
ly declaring themselves for Christ. The good
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- THE MORNING STAR, FEBRUARY. 14, 1877.

‘When spring with warm sunshine is dawning,

They will peep out from under their awning,
Under the snow.
Our dear little Alice lies hidden

Under the snow;

the snow.

Yes, beautiful Alice lies sleeping

. X'nder the snow ;
But she will awake in the morning,
The bright resurrection day dawning,
No more to lie down, midst our mourning,

;
— Mrs. Parker.

oO
T+

THE BABY FOR ME.
I have heard about angels angelic,

‘With a heavenly look in their eyes,
And hair like the sunbeams of morning

When first they appear in the skies;

And smiles like the smiles of a cherub,
of a rose;

And themselves like the lilies and daisies,
And every sweet flower that grows.
_

But he's just the right baby for me!
But rather a comical grin ;
4
And his bair—well, it favors the sunbeams

‘When sunbeams are wondrously thin.
the

heave

Unless ’twere a half-opened one.
His hands don’t resemble a fairy’s

In the least.
They're a strong little pair,
As you'd think, I am sure, if he’d got you

As ofts he gets me—by the hair!

way.-

Soon,

vague,

forms

might reach it. But it was gone. . Then
heart

she

then ' another,

and

rushed

the

toward

sound, but that too was gone,

And Pm glad that he isn’t angelic,
For he’s just the right baby for me}/

— Harper's Bazar.

and

noth-

Four days and nights she wandeted
thus, vainly trying to soothe the wailing

and sobbing of the dear baby,

vales of New

koew then
them.

that God
!

3

remembered
Bl
pred

)

who bad

should attribute
Most High ?”

“A

Oue morning, on my walk down town,
I was passing through that pleasant,
quiet, old-fashioned quarter of the city of
New York which used to be the ‘village

ready to begin.

The

smaller

one hand behind him, and

in

Hereupon

there

was

- =

very

quite

outbreak of hostilities.

THE LEGEND OF MARGERY GREY.

SY uixnis,

This story has been

often related,

and,

woven into quaint and pretty verse, it has

passed from lip to lip in the years gone

om

¥

smouldering fire, and beside the fire she

saw her husband's footprints, and thonght
how his true, manly heart was aching as

fashion when he came home.
In another clearing, too far from

his

cabin to allow his return at dinner-time,
Robert Grey had a wheat-field. To this
he was going to work

through

the long

springday; and, ever anxious regarding

wife and baby, he lingered “at the

saying,

door,

a

“ Shall you be very lonely if I don’t
come until ight, Margery?» *
‘ No,” she answered, smiling, I'll
take baby and go up to Annie’s and stay
till night.”
““ So you can,”

he said;

~ come after you at sundown.”
ing

“ and I will

Then, kiss-

loved spot, Margery

renewed her

derings, and seemingly

wan-

she carried a

heavier weight than-before, for no physical burden is as heavy as sorrow of the

roots "were. to

be

found.

Then the sweet brier grew for her, and
finally the berries ripened and helped to

New

Publishing

Com-

of

their

of

grace

wrought

in

and

manifold.

As the
compiler of the present volume reminds us, in answer to prayers offered there
the sick have been healed, the destitute fed
and clothed, the drunkard reformed, obdurate
‘men subdued nud converted, family differences

reconciled,

fa-

mellowed,

prodigals

and

the

returned, bad tempers
appetite

for rum and to-

the volume one

may

find

many

an

apt sn

forcible illustration with which to enliven the
prayer meeting, as well as selections of the
best passages of Scripture that will always be

suitable to be read at fumily or ¢ther devo.
tions.

wroth with the

youths. = Thereupon he
interfered with quarrels for eightéen gen- |
“went to the
father, and tok}. him of SONG VICTORIES OF.THE BLISS AND SANKEY
turies. Is it possible to substitule a the apostasy other
HYMNS.
of their sons, and of his grief
With an introductory letter by
peaceful arbitrament for a free fight?® 1 thereat.
Rev. Geo. F. Pentecost; and an Appendix
ve—
containing
biographical sketches of Mr, Ira
‘“ But the other father laughed, and
looked around upon the crowd of boys;
Di Sankey and Mr. P. P. Bliss,
Boston:
for by this time fifteen or twenty had said, ‘ If business do but prosper with my
D. Lothrop &
Cg. 12mo. pp. 156. (50 cts.).
son, 1 shall give
gathered about. = They were evidently
favorably inclineddo the spectacle of a

about his religion.’

They looked at me curiously, as if still more wroth.
“* Now which

heon.
‘““ And

questions,

But if you want me

I'll

which,”

“ The sacred love of truth,”

of that which

ex.

ression will

a

sheriff.

I' looked

around the circle, who were all attending.
to the proceedings with eagerness. Isaw
a stout, geod-natured, plucky-tooking lad,
a size or two larger than the combatants;
I asked him if he would be sheriff, -°
*“ Yes, sir, I'll be sheriff.”
ty good,” said I. * Whatever I.
you must make ‘em obey. If I

*¢ Yes, sir, I'll do it,” said he. .

Then
I asked the story of the whip;
and then the boys all began to talk at

last he said to the other boy with a gest-

ure, that

no

doubt

would

have

been

a

no

think divinely

the

longer

human

offend thee.”—

rom the German,

to

give it up, and then the rogue ‘should take

bnve

is divine,

fs

PACTS,

<

BY

each, are

y

5.2

timely,

and will doubtless

EB. A. B.

HC

qu

Magazines.

In Paris they have a new industry in
the manufacture of artificial pearls from

Harper's Magazine
sustained throughout;
likeJ. 8. C. Abbott’s

sand pounds of fish will yield ove pound

:

for February is well
and several
arrives,
relating the thrilling

story of Blennerhasset and his accomplished
Wife; the letters, now first printed, of Lord

of pearl substance,

Kings and emperors like to give costly
presents to one another, that is to say
when they wish to keep on good terms.
The latest gift of this kind which has
come to our notice is that ef the Emperor
of Russia who has sent to thie. Mikado a

Macaulay on American Institutions; Dr. Bolton’s description of the voyages of the « Savanosh,” and of the steamer itself, the first

that ever crossed the Atlantic; and M. D.
Conway’s “ William Lovett,—Workingman,
Chartist, Prisoner,aud Author,” will be found
especially interesting and instructive.
Macaulay’s letters, whieh forebode the downfall of

magnificent vase, four feet high, the re-

5.500 feet deep.

helpto

sell the book.
The whole yolume is well calculated to increase interest in many a bymn
that is already dear and familiar.

Gl

markable feature of which
cut from a single piece of
The deepest hole in the
be the artisian well at

kerved

as a deliverer not only
to him but to many
others whom he has known, how it has been
a help to consecration, a means of conversion,
a power in public worship, in the prayer
meeting and especially in the Moody and Sankey meetings.
Following this introductory
letter sre a hundred anecdotes and stories illustrating the power of song,
showing the
good uses that certain stanzas ahd hymns have
served, and throwing light upon the history
of many u prized and familiar song.
The volume is a~ kind of companion of.* Gospel
Hymns and Sacred Songs,” the origin and
power of whose hymns the. incidents related
are meant to illustrate. The portraits of Bliss
and Sankey, with the biograph ical sketches of

answered

old

man, ‘“ if thou canst now

It is really a collection

manhood by sacred music, how it has

preceptor,

the

his disciple. »
:
‘¢ Behold, then, my son,” said the

to his heels with the whip, and. Jaugh at
me. °
:
:

also

asked

pleasure against evil

I did not think it would do to rest on
the promise alone. It would be. a good
joke if I should investigate the case, and

erty, they also choose a sheriff to attend
the court and execute the judgment, We

fathers,”

‘“ And
what,”. asked
the
her,
‘“ thinkest thou is the cause of such dis-

fearing that the decision would be against
hin’; but finally both promised.

whip

two

‘ed Hillel.
And Theon replied, *‘ Not with his son,
but with his backsliding and apostasy.”

help

te settle it,

the

of [these

is that it was
agate.
earth is said to
Potsdam, Mo.,

our ferm of government,are suggestively commented upon by the editor of the Magazine.

People interested

in good living—and every-

body ought to be—will find many useful hints
and much carious information in Helen 8. Co-

:

nant’s

* Kitchen

and

Dining-room,”

while

Theisre
a cat owne
in Huntid , the illustrated papers on Barbad
“
“The
oes,”
VE, which is in the habit of goingngton
into “Land of the Incas” and. *‘ On the Tafl” serve

the stable on cold winter evenings and
getting on to the back of one of the cows
and rewaiaing there during the night,
having found out in some way that this
was a good way of keeping warm.
There is a small tree found abundantly
in some parts of Texas and westward
California which is said to sid y fom
resembling gum Arabic and quit€
as val-

uable.

quit.

The name of the tree is the

to keep up the excellent reputation of this periodical for descriptive articles. The romance

and poetry of the number are varied and excellent, and
the editorial departments have
rarely been more interestingly filled. © New

York: Harper & Brothers,

en

The article to claim attention in the February Atlantic is that on

corruption was

greatest.

The

honest eleme

doubled.

But when Mr. Chamberlain
was in. -

stalled, a, curious. spectacle Was presented.
He bad made the usual promisesof reform on
the stump, amidst the smiles ofthis su
who
nominafed Aig iis they tooth
him a congenial spirit. ~ He now
that he had spoken iu earnest.

and

her

mother,

he

went

Mes-

The teeth of alligators often bing high

ed.

article of

commerce in the Southern market, mainly

* The

i1)

‘him

.. No doubt

tocol

dy baby i

ming all the way after me.

I'shal

meet him.”

“An hour afterward Annie was startled
by the brisk step and cheery voice of
Robert Grey, as be came to the door askingffor his wife and little one.
+ ““'Why,” exclaimed Annie, * they went
before sundown.
Margery thought to
meet you.”
“Tt is strange

”

I should

2

<

.

’

lly

have

missed

4

for

not

been

there since

morning, and he knew she must have
Jos
way. Imagine, if you can, what
her t

‘must have been his grief.

It was already

twilight.
The darkness of the chilly
spring night would soon be upon them,

a8 ia ove wif un baby wee out in|

o

great sorrow, she almost forgot that there the latter, ‘inmy father's

Political

Condi-

He

writes

in an

unpartisan,

most

widely,

deeply,

and

immediately

felt.

‘The wholesale pardoning at once stopped; the
penitentiary began to fill up; good jury com-

missioners (the executive names them), who
would select decent blacks for jurors and give

the whites half the
panels, were appointed.
The whites begun to take interest in the courts
and to look with less disfayor on colored ju.

rors; the corrupt justices walked the plank by
scores; a great decrease of crime Was percepti-

ble in a few months; race hatred greatly sub-

| sided. It is impossible to express the immense feeling of relief exper
d at the
storation
ol confidence wm the govern.
ment.

This is the wuthor’s picture
Chamberlain :
.

Governor Chamberlain

of

is a

Governor

cold, elegant

man, a graduate of Yule, and a lawyer.
He
is a student of comparative literature, and is

thoroughly familiar with the course of modern thought.
Some cultivated men mn the
State say that he went with the current till he
gained power to control it; that them, outof
jure love of political science, he undertook foring sbout a recovcilintion between the races
and solve the great problem of Southern re-

construction and harmony.
That he has ambition they do not deny ; but they look on it
as the ambition of a statesman, not of a pol-

preferred Republicans, when fit ones could be

found; but where none were fit, he ' would se-

lect Democrats.

But matters grew worse, to the mind of the

Southerner,
and it was decided to have a
change,
CT
The plan was, first,to arouse the white population to secession or nullification madness ;
next,to get as many negroes as possible
to
vote the Democratic ticket, and prevent as
many as possible from voting the Republican ;
and Aualy to put such a face on toeir doings
as to work no harmto the Democratic caiise
outside the State.
The author admits that
the Democrats
“cowed the negroes,” but claims that in the
last election * streams of colored Republicans
poured from pollto poll all day, voting every
where.” *‘ The ballots,” he 83Y8, * were undoubtedly counted fairly at the polls,. . but
in compiling the votes they made seme changes of the precinct returns ;+- for instance, the

names of some

which,

eandidates of each party hat

for certain offices

had

returned the votes

by

mistake

as cast,

but

received

the county

boards credited the candidates really intended

to be voted for with the erroneous votes.”
Again:

On national questions the negroes, as well
Known,implicily follow the dictation of north-

ern Republicans; but in home
are more independent. For

they

have displayed great

their white: yd
y inpower,”

matters they
or four years

dissatisfaction ‘with

* Our

votes

they say,‘ and

keep the-

we ought to

ave the offices.” In consequence,muny white
leaders have been discarded, and those who

yet retaln prominence have had to use money
and official patronage freely to retain their influence. Out of about one
hundred and twen-

ty-ive
La)

Republicans in the two legislative
last session,about one hundred and ten

were colored. I speak
substantially correct.

from

memory,

and xm
*

ness, all things considered, in his article, and
it deserves a calm gnd unprejudiced reading.
In conclusion he says:

Their [the negroes’] fear of being

re-enslav-

ed offers « means by which dexterous politicians ofter impose on them,
If you can prove
Lo their satisfaction that any measure will tend _ to five the whites uny advantage over them,it

is Instantly quashed and its opposite forthwith

carried,nem. con.

has acquired

The intense love the negro

for liberty

was

conspicuously

The Wide Awake

for February

is. full

of

attributes to the bad influence of Northern

good things.
It is growing better each month,
and bears with it increasing evidence that the
editor and publishers are doing their best to
make it a desirable and instructive companion

carpet-baggers over the blacks, to the power of

to the children. The Post-office department is

evils Bhat have come upon the State the author

the Union Leagues, which nearly every negro
he says joined, and to the political use made of
the churches. The negro voted ignorantly,and
with a degree of vague superstition. The native
whites refused the opportunity when Recopstruction cume, and by and by, after the car-

pet-baggers

had gotinto nearly all the offices,

prayer
I explained to the boys that a thin be(
her trembling lips.
ng to the person
who made, it if he
‘One cold, misty day in October the péo- longing
e it of his own materials, because it
ple in C—— were startled by the sudden was produced by his time and skill and
appearance of a strange, weird woman, ingenuity. If he lost it, it did not cease
whose brown locks were matted

on

her

forehead, and hung in tangled masses
over her shoulders, and whose clothing
57

her.

“No,

no!"

she

replied,

“I

am

not

insane! I am lost!” Then she told her

sad story and’ begged them to take her

* home to Robert Grey.”
¢* We bave heard of : the

:
lost Marge ry

to become. his. If another found it, he
had
a right to take possession of .it and
keep it
m everybody but the true owner,
but as soon as the true owner appeared
he finder must
give it up.
“ So my decision is,” I concluded, turning to the possessor, ‘‘ that you must give him the
whip.”

_ The boy clutched it a little tighter and

hesitated ; ficst he lookedat me, , then he
loo
at the sheriff, then at the hip;
then, with one eye on the sheriff and the

most comical

i

his

face,

Live stock of all
woodsin the day

Iaborers kept back the water, thus saving
a wide district from ruin:

~The bursts of rain in the Carnatic are

Emam, dalita io
a

gle

night
Sir A. Cotto n

is not
reknown as

kinds

was killed in the
Cotton w:

par

water-melons actually
. on white men’s
tables, Burglary,

oke-h

Wl

|

fd ei

inches of rain
fall in. that short, from 1868 to 1874 inc
smullest rill that Ys allowed to ernment of South
Carolina
a
the edge of an . earthen bank "nival of erime and debaucherwas
y. A

wears itself a Passage and

becomes a de-

structive torrent with extreme rapidity.
On one occasion the water in the
Veranum tank is said to have overflowed the
whole 12 miles of the bund, and to have

breached itin 18 places.

On another oc-

N rari
especial-

full of fresh letters from the young

folks, and

the description of the Doll’s Fair will be wide-

ly ande
came, ho

r

1t

tells

Jooked,

+

who

how
got

the dolls
the

prizes,

what the
icles on exhibition were and
who-made
,and has pictures of the ten
prize dolls and of other articles of girls’ and

to make a. way for it into multitudes of homes."

or so, the SPbressioy grew so grinding that in

many counties Ku-Klux Klans were organized. But their excesses soon carried the

score over on the other side, and ,drew down
the just indignation of the national govern-

ment. They existed chiefly in counties where
the whites outbumbered the negroes, and

casion the engineer in charge of a bund, which had escaped the ravages of the war.
finding the water rising with more rapidFinally, the author contemplates the other
ity than he was able to meet by the sup- side of the picture. The Southerners had found
ply of earth, made a wall of the bodies of | that the Yankees ‘would fight. Smarting un-

his laborers, causing

them ‘to

lie

down

close to one another on the top of the
threatened part of the dam,and thus keep-

ing back

the two iuches or three inches

water, which, if unchecked,
would soon
have wrecked the whole bund and” rnined
a wide district, until their places could be

he | supplied by basketfulsof earth.

. It was

der

defeat

away from the

and

chagrin’ the

polls,

until

whites

finally

kept

Johnson’s

course encouraged them, but their hopes were
soon dispelled.
:
~The leaders tried a change of factics. In
1870 they dubbed the state democracy the
Citizen's Reform Party,

and,

in

the

Wide Awake 11s growing in. popularity and

value, and maybe made helpful in many Sunday’ schools. The excellent quality of the
matter put into the magazine, both
in its reading matter and its illustrations, - together with
the low price at which it is furnished, ought

‘Boston: D, Lothrop-& Co.
ra year

hope

catching part of the negro vote, nominated ofa
Northern born Republican resident for gov.

gave u the whip, mon
4
an original expedient, but it saved the ernor, who accepted
Grey,” they eadd, * but how did you cross
because dissatisfied with
The boys laughed and the. court. ade | district. What the laborers
said aboutit the
corruption. They hoped through
river?’
:
;
_'y we have not heard.
journed.—- Christian Weekly,
Buceess to make a step towards regaining
pow-

ay

been misspelt on the tickets by country print-.
ers, and in several cases candidates running

courteous

of the case

considering that it is by a Southerner, should
claim for it wide attention. Many of the

used for ornamental purposes.
A few
years ago their skins were all the fashion
in boots ‘and shoes, and sold from fifty
cents to one dollar each, and thousands

area; and it | rain
:
: ‘quent, and
was a God to love her, and not since the belongs 7
(
much a¢ 19
There
Were
witnesses
to
the
contrary
deep murmurings of her soul by the
time, The
passed ofthis; so the facts were made plain.
grave of her baby, h !
trickle over

Jer” returned young Grey with suppressed feeling.
:
Going quickly through the deep woods was sadly torn and soiled. ¢¢ She is
to his cabin, he found it cold and empty,’ crazy,” ‘they said, and shrank from

Mar, gery bad

:

i

wholesale removals of the corrn t officers a=
Bn by his predecessors, an
tent
m men, Top)
in large them
part
y ho nest and d competent
enfSerats. . . The reforms in justice were

The author’s name is

,8pirit, and presents a view

on one
» There

Margery Grey see or hear, rs, had rd
ue
En oper
human being, and not once
PASS | the possessoofr the whip.as poling to
saying
a ,she bid Annie * good-night,”
ed beyond the wide, jvide forest. Nor
_..* Robert
will be so tired I will saye did
she pray: In the ‘darkness of her 4 Yes, that's where’ I found it,” said
set

pool

:

annou
He made

demoralization became’ inconceivable.
:
boys’ workmanship.
In the March number is
Larboy in the crowd said, pointing to the river.
his
up
bung
man
a
If
uupiversal.
was
ceny
to
be
published
an
account
of the recéptith of
ugh the woods, whistling a merry ‘were times when she
(claimant,
*
It,
is
his
whip,
sir. ‘He made [¢
+A Human Breakwater.
saw the ‘wolf or
coat at one end of a field, before he could plow these dolls among the children in the hospitals
it,
and
his
father
x
PIR, ilnce 74 <i Lass 5
gave
him
the
lasik.
Run[© The London Builder relates the follow- to the other end and back it was stolen. Cows where they were distributed after the Fair.
bear creeping away,
not once through
Margery Grey had a pleasant visit with all the summer and butearly
ney and some other
boys were playing | ing curious incident, where the. bodies of turned loose to browse came home milked
‘wutamn
did
dry. The Sabbath school concert department of
her
‘and
before
d

baby

:

again
bolted. . : Mr. Chamberlain and the oth.
er regular candidates for state officers
elected ; but the bolters and demoers! ts elesten
about two-fifths of the legislature,
whites now expected
the oppression 10 be re.

manifested in the recent canvass, when it became apparent that the whites were determinwithheld, but the editor assures us that he is ed to carry the election on the Mississippi
‘* by birth, education, traditions, associations Plan, and, as the negroes thought,rob them of
liberty. As to the negro’s capacity for gover
and residence; a Southerner.”
We believe,
ment, I must say frankly that he is no more fit
also, that he is the same person -that contribfor it than a crowd of Irish roughs picked up
promiscuously in the streets of a northern city.
uted some manly articles to the N.Y, Tribune
a while ago on the general subject here treat- | Boston : H. O. Houghton & Co.

tion of South Carolina.”

:

prices, and they are a standard

Souyey.
wus Mr. Daniel H. Chawberlain,for ove
He was supposed
to be corrupt, as he had

of facts from the author’s own ‘experience and
itician. They recall the cold, juodge-fike neuobservation * in relation to the use and power
trality with which he presided
over the peoof sacred song in confiéction with the work of ple. He did not truckle to the whites,
as
hus
been charged. He associated with them
the Holy Spirit for the conversion and sanctiprofessed
ly
48
a
Republican, but gvoided infication of sinners,”
Mr. Pentecost relates the | sulting their prejudices.
He always gave the
impressions made upon him in childhood and
blacks strict justice. In his sppomtments he

2%

““ Was Cleon wroth with his sen ? ask-

you must first agree to do just as I say.
You must abide by my decision.” Each
was evidently reluctant to fagree to this,

command the possessor of

The introductory: letter ulone would make

this book desirable.

‘“ was the kinder father ?”
“ He who was wrath,” again answered
the youth.

boys generally-do, youlll'have to fight *it_
out yourselves; but if you want te settle
it as men settle such

little concern

said Hillel to the youth, ** dost thou consider as the wiser and the better o"
:
“He
who
‘was wroth,” mnswered

“ Well," Lsaid, addtessing myself to

must

“myself

‘* Then Cleon turned from him,and was

the two boys in the center of the ring,
‘“if yout want to settle your question as

you.

\

8vo. pp. 672.

through the Fu!ton St. meeting are

Ephesus, on
their traffic.

blow or a grab if the sheriff had not been were slaughtered in Florida, one man
:
Aho
i killing over one thousand within five
preserve ber sad life, Sometimes she suf- | on hand.
months to fill a" contract. Yet steamboat
Then
In
answer
to
my
inquiry
the
othfered from thirst, and often she was
captains say that they are apparently as
drenched with rain; and still bys day she er boy. said, ‘* It's my whip ; I found hy ! numerous as ever,
especially in the
wandered, and by night she slept on a. and itbelongs to me.”
marshes and lakes of the upper St. John’s.
Next we called for the witnesses,
A

bed of leaves,or more rarely
' made of pine or hetplnek

Fulton St,

lustrate it.
The marvels

Cleon, one of the two fathers -at Alexandria. When Cleon had read the letter, he
was inoubled in his heart, and he was

has

once. Finally we settled it that it would
| be fair to let the boy who claimed the
heart.
:
Spring deepened into summer, and whip tell his story first.
“ It's my whip.
I made it, and I lost
green leaves sprang from the dark, leafy
ground, showing the poor woman where it; and he stole it. (xive it to me.” This

nourishing

the youth,

fathers, and turned aside ta idolatry, and

** Here,? said I

by, and ‘yet, there are, no doubt, many, he searched for her.
young readers of the Star to whom it will "On the morning of the fourth day, the
be entirely new, and none the less inter- baby died. Oh,the agony of that motheresting for having been repeated to their bosom then ! To see her only child die
ist give up the whip, you must
grandparents as they looked at the big, thus, while lost, perhaps
doit” Take it away from him
forever lost,
blazing fire in the open fire-place, and from friends and home.
And if Isay he is to keep the
you must protect him and not let
Margery felt that she-could not leave
held their breaths to listen.
I will not attempt to give the story the dear form, and for three days longer the other boy get it away.
You are not
word for word as I heard it, but shall use she carried it, held closely in her warm | te do anything cruel, or ugly, or brutal.
my own language in relating thestrange. mother arms. Then the precious baby | I choose you because
youn are a goodface turned dark with decay, and she natured looking boy, and I don’t think
and sad narrative.
;
would abuse your power. But you must
In a small clearing in the dense forests knew she must leave it.
pn
of eastern Vermont stood Robert Grey's
* With her own fair hands, Margery hol- make em cbey.”
By this time quite a group of boys from
log cabin. Here he lived most happily lowed out a grave, and placed the little
- with bis bonnie blue-eyed Margery, and one therein. It was a strange, sad funer- every quarter had arrived on the scene,
their sweet, chubby-faiced baby. Work al, but methinks God heard the prayer and crowded around. The sheriff’s hands
was to him a pleasure as long as each. re- that went up from the bereaved mother’s doubled up into fists, and I could see his
turning night he was cheered by Marge- lips, and unseen angels hovered about the elbows moving as he edged himself forry’s beaming smile; and now the baby new-made grave in that leafy nook.
ward, asif his dignity and authority rebad learned to know his coming footstep,
Giving one last, lingering look to the *quired a little more room.

and would laugh and crow in merry baby

»

of horns, as they echoed from hill to hill,
but nought save the sound could she find
to comfort her. ‘Then she came to a

the

| worshiped in the temple of Diana.
‘* A friend at Ephesus wrote of this to

wa sick for want of food, while Mar-.
So I told the boys that when men |’
gery had eaten nothing save the few win- choose a judge to decide ¢laims to proptergreens and acorns she could find.
Several times she had heard the sounding

The Evangelical

they had sojourned for some ! bacco removed. Men, now eminent in ‘the
time at Ephesus, they were dazzled by law, eloquent in the pulpit, skillful in%ukgery,
the splendor and the treasures of the city, successful in trade, reformed and pious, are
and yielding to the allurements which be- known and living examples of the, power and
Set them, they forsook the ‘path of their blessing of those brief hours of prayer. I

an

oh

to

3

“When

¢

to myself, ‘“ is the old question

by the

life and meditations.
Tne book will prove
interesting to most people, for there is hardly
any one who turns wholly away from a volume of pointed and often thrilling anecdotes,
while the Scripture is in many cases in. harmony with the anecdotal paragraphs that ily

wrath”—

religion

thers.

hand

neatly

answered

ly instructed jn the

wi

- *'Tain’t his; it's mine.”

York:

Both these young men had been thorough-

was a whip. As I approached, the larger
boy looked at me hesitatingly, and finally
said, * Say, mister, won't you make him

give me my whip?”

form

age, and they sent them to
business
connected
with

boy held
thay

[Illustrated

shine and Shadow in New York,”etc.

pany,108

Hillel interrupted
Im, and said,
“ Listen to my story. There lived in
Alexandria two fathers, wealthy merchants, who had ‘two sons ofthe same

fashion of two

chickens expecting to fight, but not

PRAYER,

and the
ticket was again 1
The leaders of the whites now ‘acquiesced

~Smith, author of “ Mount Calvary,” *Sun-

the

Why is thy

human

** By no means,”

bravely toward

each other, nearly in the

a

* that is figurative—byé

of Greenwich. I saw, on the sidewalk
before me, half a dozen boys surrounding
two others who stood up

:

to

OF

But the negroes

regalar Republican

Fulton Street Prayer Meeting. With-Leaves
from the Tree of
Life.
By Matthew. Hale

they not speak te man in human language? Is it not equally strange that they

A]

* THE BOYS" COURT.

said

MuRVELS

and.

| er.

($2.00).
counténance troubled
]
This volume contains extracts from the B
Theon answered, * In some places the ble and from the’ Fulton St. prayer meeting;
Scriptures speak of the wrath of God,and the latter in the form of stories, illustrations,
in others he is called Love.
This ap- &c., given in the'terse, nataral style in which:
they were first uttered there, and the former
pears to me strange and inconsistent.”
«The teacher calmly replied, ‘* Should in the shape of readings appropriate to daily

England,’ dud’ they

bad

LL

youth, ** What aileth thee?

in

she

creeping around her, and. still no eabin,

shout,

all the

co

fight.

no Robert was in sight. Once in the dim
distance she saw the gleaming of a torch,
and hurried on the trackless way that she
a

Hampshire ‘ val-

and hear} there was no happier

(+

Hillel perceived this, and

Lk
hah nd
never ceased to

had

book, and looked thoughtful

gloomy...

wondering whether I woul@'intetfere, andwhat sortrof a fist [ shonldmake of it in
quelling,
the eombat
«wm

think-

shadowy

the

No

ing but misery and darkness were left to
her.

as naughty ean be;

:

her

could be found.

pictured

throbbing

He’s himself—full of mischief, the darling,

an

lost

trees by which

another! With tortured brain and wildly-

Or any sweet blossom that grows,
For no flower on earth, 1 am certain,
Has a dear little cunning pug-nose.

*

had

ing she was sure of the right direction,
she drew baby more closely to her bosom
and quickened her step. On, on went
Margery, faster and faster! Darkness
was coming down, and her vivid imagi-

she heard

And he isn’t a bit like a lily

A

born of hope, come forth to meet him.
When from utter weariness he dropped
to sleep, he would soon start up in wild
uffright thinking he saw Margery in the
agonies of a horrible death. At last he
too was obliged to give up the search.
Poor Margery! With a face of beaming joy she had come from Annie Brown's
cabin, and singing to her baby she had
hastened on that she might the sooner
meet: Robert. With a sudden fear she

nation

And his mouth’s rather large fora rosebud,

naughty

But” could

to attract his wife, who might,he thought,
see the flames, and, with new strength

had come

His smile’s not at all like a cherub's,

And

that night and the next day they cbntinued the search, and then all but Robert

traces of the marked

ens,
Ave remarkably earthly with fun;

knew

mourn for his beantifol Margery, ‘akd
when she was brought back to his home

carried,

through the forests, and still no trace
could be found of the missing ones. All

‘noticed that she

That any one ever did see;

There’s nothing angelic about him,

His eyes, though they’re blue; like

were

he giveit up? Could he settle down in
quiet, thinking that his Margery was
dying from hunger, or that she had been
torn in pieces by wild beasts? Oh no! A
thousand times no! Day after day, and
night after night he searched, going far
and wide and building fires, hoping thus

er our beautiful treasure, safe sleeping,
No pain and no sorrow or weeping

°

candle-wood

flaming far above the heads of fearless
woodsmen, while shout after shout rang

Grey gave it up as hopeless.

The angels their kind watch are keeping

Under the snow.

of

leys.
Robert Grey

New

Fiterary Bebiety,

.

AD

torches

.

Under the snow;
But they will awake in the morning,

own

* .

A

Its sweet-scented flow’rets upraises
” Undér the snow.

down their

ANGRY FATHER.

wd hod

“ Margery ! My Margery !” as he passed
some rocky ledge.
Ere midnight
-all the settlers in the
clearings for miles around, had come out
to search for Robert Grey's lost wife and
child. Huge bonfires were kindled, great

The crocus, and dear little daisies,
And arbutus in wonderful mazes,

My Yaby’s the jolliest baby

THE

Theon was one day reading in the
Holy Scriptures, when be suddenly closed

ed on wet Ghd

came save the dim echo of the words,

And mouths like the buds

and did not

but it was even so, and the people

{

nately shouting at the top of his voice,
and listening for a reply. Still ‘no sound

broad leaves, are creeping,

Beautiful things lie hidden

was bewildered,

SN

pathless

Margery

know that she wa§ io New Hampshire,

eh

‘those

wild

* Not one instant did he pause for rest that she had wandered far away to the
or reflection. With long, rapid strides he Canadian forests, passed around the head
retraced the way to Mr. Brown's, alter- waters of the Connecticut, and thence

and daffodils sleeping,
with

thconged

thé

Sem

UNDER THE SNOW.

that

from

i

beasts
wilds.

Beautiful things lie hidden

t

forest, ‘unprotected

et bh

:

the

—

Lippincots concludes Edward King’s paper
on Spain, which is amply illustrated, and also
the paper entitled “ Our Floor of Fire,”
which treats of the evidences furnished by volcanic and other flery eruptions, that our earth

isonlya shell about a mass of heated and

burning matter. Besides the continuation of
George Macdonald's serial, * The Marquis of

Lossie,” there

are

the

opening

chapters

of

Auerbach’s new tale, “ Young Aloys; or, The
Gawk from America,” which maybe described
as glimpses of German life through American
spectacles,
Of the other. articles, the mos

noticeable are Gail Hamilton’s * Railroad Reflections,” suggested by a journey on the Union
Pacific Railroad, and. presenting a vivid picture of the obstacles
encountered in the
achievement of that great enterprise, and a
scholarly analysis of the second part o =~
Goethe's “ Faust,” by Prof. W. H. Goodyear.
Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co.

ee

Poetry.

Literary Wiscellany. |

inch of section, was respectively
1bs. and 178,163 lbs,
3
Mr. Abram 8.

“For

¥

of

{Kh RS

there is no external -indication, This is
probably due to the enclosure of bubbles
of air in the mass, or possibly to the oxidation of minute particles of the ‘material
while the air is being driven into it under
high pressure. . No amount of visual inspection can determine in what part of the

Never turn a blessihg around to see whether
{
it has a dark side to it.

not be much

Hold

timber

and’

18 no ge
_ There

being

abandoned
:

Quesnel.

hh :

x

Fy

Fi

Ae

on.

t life
Goethe said that the though
of endless
was sometimes oppressive to him, because

thére must be a period when Jurthor frogress
on
was impossible. But he was.
this point. when he looked up 0 the stars.
"The poet felt that in revealing such Joptha of
space to him they hinted at intell
I distances which vo soul could out-travel. In the
—same spirit Kant said: *‘ Two things fill me
with perpetual

awe,~the

starry heavens.’ =John

moral

law

Weiss.

and

the

00ST OF THE EAST RIVER BRIDGE,

“@

"Its a curious fact that, in the construction of great public works in this State,

the original estimates of the architects or
engineers are uniformly exceeded.
The
two largest structures now in progress,
the State capitol at Albany and the East
river bridge, are both instances of the
of the most elaborate and ex-

8 Ld

pensive description.

hed

ed

cost

Its original estimatalready

has

$4,000,000)

(some

SRLARL HL Sah bedt. dh

been far exceeded, and yet the building
ia not half finished. Indeed, so great, It

is now said, will be the additional expense that it is seriously proposed to

Logi Sie BSE Bh ag

abandom the work rather than tax the
people for the necessary outlay. Regarding the East river bridge, the cost first
Colonal Roebling, in 1868,
awed

was $7,000,000 exclasive of the land.
After this engineer's death, his son, Mr.

WW

a

W. A. Roebling, succeeded to the supervision ; and he, in 1872, three years after
the work was begun, rovieel his father’s esabout $1,000,000 more.
timate and added
He stated, however, at the time, that the
probable total cost would be about $6,500,000, an increase of size of the work
having raised the expense some 8 per
cent. That even this estimate was too

t

NTYs

tion, raising the sum to $13,000,000.
to the

old

‘¢ but suppose

It may bb a startling statement,

@brtunries.
PARTICULAR

that it is a complaint. ‘We have no cause
for complaint. Our paper Ras a good list
of paying subscribers, and by careful
management is profitable’ to us.
The
statement is made afier careful study of
the latest advertiser's guide; and particularly of the column in which are found
the numbee of subscribers claimed by
each
paper. We know [the cost of editing, and office work, and of composition,
press work, paper, post
etc., and
that not more than one out of three religious newspapers ean pay for all these
outof their advertising,

receive from the

credited

Up

and

number

to them.

what

Verses are

wishing

Morning

Star,

Purin-

i Esq., died in Harpswell, Me., Sept. 1st,
1876, aged 57 years.
The deceased at the age
of sixteen years experienced religion and joined the Methodist church in Bethel, Me., but in
1844 she was immersed and joined the F. B.

oe

completed

Ya

of friends to mourn their loss.

num-

MRS.

the
and
they
may
they
the

»

MARY

FOSTER

in

Canterbury,

Jan. 16, aged 71 years. Sister F, was converted in 1822, baptized by Elder Young, and join-

The Testimony

ed the 1st
F'. B. church in Canterbury,of which
she continued a worthy member till the organization of the Canterbury Center F. B. church
in 1875, when she Snaufed her membership to
this church, of which she continued an efficient

Extracts from various Letters:
1 had no appetite;
hearty one.”

towers,

from $75,000 to $100,000

ures 1,695 feet ; so that for the aétual means
of transit, the cost-is about $11,015 per

to

start

Holloway’s

J

“Your pills are marvelous.”

Pills gave

me

go

chronic.”
¢ I gave one of your pills to my babe for cholera

-I rubbed

Let

us contrast

other first-class papers.
of such a paper, are fearful, as

some

Expenses are moderate.

léit.”

results of submarine
first Chicago waterworks tunvel, 5 feetin
diameter and two miles in length, cost
£457,844, or some $43 per foot; the secand

diameter

ond bore, 7 feet in

of the

These
same length, about’ $39 per foot.
are of course too small for traffic purposes, but may be quoted to aid us in_reaching an idea of relative cost. The Thames
tunnel ean hardlybe used for comparative purposes, sinee it was the forerunner
of submarine excavation, and was

work-

ed upon over a period of some 36 years.
Its total cost was $2,000 per foot.
LatéJy a very heavy tunnel belonging to the
London Underground Railway has been
The
finished under the London Docks.

es,”
says:

Commenting on this, the Banner
* In no other business have more

signal failures been made. Nota single
enterprise of this kind started within the
last ten years has been a success.”
We
have witnessed the birth, decline and
death of a number of such enterprises,
and have from time"to time been called

on

fdr advice

regarding them.

Such

journalist, who was invited into a

grand

movement for the establishment of a
His reply
daily journal in a large city.
was the question, * Have you a million
dollars?” To start and operate successfully, a weekly need

not

a

require

mil-

lion, but will require one-seventh of that
work was exceedingly difficult, and the sum,
with the chances very strong that in
—quantity
of water to be pumped out enor- half a dozen years the money will be gone,
per
£390,000
was
cost
final
The
meus.
and the paper not fully established. = We
mile, or about $369 per foot. Lastly, we believe church papers should be liberally
have the estimates of the English channel patronized. We speak not for our paper
tunnel, 31 miles in length, which amount only, but for other church papers, and for
to $20,000,000 or about $122 per foot.
the papers of other denominations, all of
Now we may glance at land tunnels. which,
asa rule, give more than their
$300
about
cost
tunnel
The Mont Cenis
Where it can
reading matter.
in
prices
per lineal foot, inclusive of equipment of
no loss in having on
is
there
afforded;
be
double
road, ete. ; the Kilsby (England)
the family-table two or half a dozen diftrack railroad tuunel, in the construction ferent publications.— Herald and Presof which great -difficglties in the form of byter. «:
.
quicksands were encountered, $262,50;
the Hoosac

tunnel,

Underground

$308;

tunnel,

trick

Hauenstein

$120;

tunnel

very

the

between

Basle and

Many more examples might be
foot.
given, but the above will suffice to show
lineal
that in all probability, $350 per
foot would be a large estimate for a tunnel
under the East river. Supposing for the
sake of Sompatison that the total length of
excavation be ‘equal to the total length

of the bridge, 8,476 feet (it obviously

2 e-

less), its cost would be,
figures, some $1,200,000.
for the sum now estimated
cost of the bridge, New

York might have gt least
the river at as
aels crossing
pal streets.
Meanwhile the success of
""an‘engineerin work is by
sured ; nor is it certain that

ties to aged

of $17,569,000 will not still farther be exceeded. The distance from the pier to
York
|
the Cily Hall terminus on the New
side is 2,881 feet; on the Brooklyn side
the distance from tower fo terminus is

Masons

and

widows, while

of . faintg, she stopped forand,rd, instead
drew.a revolver from a drawer,

| and, Prosentiiip iy at the man’s head,
him

give up the jewelry and money

;

©.»

he had collected.

1,881 feet. The whole aggregates 660,. the
Owing to the action’ of the waves,
200 city lots, great Seramidal i
000 square feet, or some
OvetianE hg the
which
to
buildings,
largely covered with
shore of Lake Superior, a.few miles east
title must be acquired. . The estimate of Silver Lake, and known as McDonald's
given fixes $25,000 edch for the lots; but Peak, bas fallen. The ‘peak ‘was a colin cities where real estate fluctuates. so umn of granite, measuring at its base 100
greatly as in New York and Brooklyn, it feet in circumference, and
rising to-whe
must be clear that any stich calculation is
:
feet.
280
of
hight
merely an approximation.
was intropoet,
the
,
Longfellow
When
Again—and we can not gainsay the
one nowisdom of the conelusion—the Board of ‘duced to Mr. Longworth, some:syllable of
first
Directors of the bridge are strongly op- ticed the similarity ofethe
‘but
posed to take any risk of inferior materiul the names. ** Yes,” said the poet;apply:
will
line
Pope's
fear
I
case
this
in
on account of an apparent economy in its

by a dull English nobleman.
sent”

the

following

At last

. invitation:

years and 8 months.

A Dear

t,

!

A

father

and

CALENDAR:

Skin,

Bilious

Bowels,

Consumption,

the

on

Blotches

Send for Catologune.
?
8t3
DATES
COLLEGE
SCHOOL.

mother

mourn the loss of a noble child, closely follow=
ing as it doesthe death of a loved son. The

or King’s

Evil,

Sore

Fullonton, D.D., Lewiston,

el

IMPORTANT CAUTION.
None are genuine unless the signature of J.
States, surHAYDOCK, as agent for the United
rounds-each box of Pills and Ointment, A handsome reward will-be given to any one rendering
such information as may lead to the detection of
any parAA or parties counterfeiting the medicines
oe vending’ the same, knowing them to be spuis
ions,
*, Sold at the manufactory of Professor HOLLO&

New

Co.,

and

York,

al]

by

druggists and dealers m medicine throughout the
world, in boxes at 256 cents, 62 cents, and
husband and children in their lonely home, civilized
each.
E.
sadly miss the cheerful presence of the wife $1 Ba-There
is a considerable saving by taking the
;
and mother.’ The sisters and brother have lost. larger
izes.
the companion of their childhood.
But not
XN. B.—Directions for the guidanceboxof patients in
each
to
affixed
are
only in the immediate circle of her relatives every disorder

was she known 'and loved.

came to know

her,

grandeur of her life.

but

A

No one who

recognized

faithful

ever

the

member

of

RIO GRANDE, Gallia Co., O.

XK

Rev. W. COLEGROVE,

| 0

L. A. CRANDALL.

ouUT—8

ING

onl

IMMENSELY~THE

j IAL

i

ripe

of 100
wants
four
ulars

etc.

The

years to coin money fast 4s
‘this work. * 1,000 agents
weeks, 5,000 wanted.
address quickly, HUBBARD

best

CATITION bier| ded, ats

Springfield, Massy

t -dochl a

anuf.

§

Some CO, Cinoinnati,0,
mounted mh the bet

r and Tin,

Hotary

Hang’

Houses, Hire Alarme
ies, Court Chimes,
Fully
etc.

ing thorough

primavy

Tower locks,
Warranted.
7
Tilustrated Catalogue sent Free.
VANDUZEN & TIFT,

FURNITURE.
il Pulpits, Communion Tables, Chairs,
etc., for church ugse—constantly in
stock at reasonable prices.
. silk 8, S..Banners in colors and
4
gold $5. Collection dishes in carved
fil

>.

walnut, etc., from $1.60 10 $6 each,

WP"
Illustrated catalogues of Furniture,
10 cts. post-paid. Tlustrated Outaiogues of Ban.
8
ners and Decoration; 10 cts. post-paid,

ag i LR eA
DEpoVE
»

/

Y

dress the Principal,

N

LJ

IS hereby given

by

to the

proprietors

cer tificate) of Strafford Academy, in the town
Strafford, State of New Hampshire, that there

Sint be a meeting ot said owrers on the

of February next, at 10. o’clock, A. M.
Academy for the following purposes:
1.

92.

To choose all proper officers,

‘To decide what

stitution.

shall be done

best

15th

Crinlp v

in said

DANIEL WINELEY, Secreta.

Strafford; N. H. January 1st, 1877.

:

:

No
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The New Yok Times says: “Waters’ Orchestri-

ingot, the rod, or strand of wire, such defects will occur, and I have seen Besse-
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W. and. this even after proposals for the same
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after carefully cousidering the question,
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An old pioneer, who
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Jreeewill Baptist

gun which will deliver 1,016 shots per
minute. The machinery is said to be

hment than that of mer rods break under apparently very in-

is

:
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They have a new ‘‘ Peace Conservator”
out in Caljraruia, It is in the. form of a

UPRIGHT
PANGS &
yeti,
o it is. apt to have weak spots of which “effectually protected from the adversaries’ MADE.

Tove scarce is love, that never knows
The sweetness of forgiving.
— Whittier:
;
:
3
is yet din the gristle.~Joseph
America
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Cook.

Ktowledge

to Bessemer steel, said:

¢ The peculiarity of that material is that

still in-mutual sufferance lies

The secret of true living; ¢
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Rear
Bible study

on ‘the:
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Gnide to the Saviour,
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Fy

is a little book intended te assist inguirers
in the way of salvatlon, 25'cts; postage. 8 ots.
d
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Tracts

“were not

stereotyped

till ‘within the last few

years, and we can furnish only the following:
s. per dozen; 50 cts. per hundred.
:
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Tr
Denominational,

which contains

a brief notice
and

ity

of our

a historical statement,

and

doctrinal basis,church pole

institutions,

Doctrinal,

or Scripture quotations

:

in, proof of important

doctrines.

Our

Faith and Covenant
is a gonfession of 17 articles of faith and a de

sirable

church

covenant.

Printing Establishment

. _

is a brief historical statement; &o. Publish.
ed by order of the -General Gongerence, and for
gratuitous distribution. :

The above named books are seld hy the dozen,
‘at 20 per cent. discount, for cash with the order
or on receiving the Books, hid
$i

Send your ordersto .

ID. STEWART; Dover, N.
H. HULING, 56 Madison St. Chicago. I
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Senator West

two

the Louisiana scandal.
The session of the
House was brief and unimportant.
TurspAay.
In the Senate, the Pacific
Railroad funding bill was discussed.
An

adverse report was presented on the Eads
appropriation bill, and a petition was. re-

the assistant cashiers’ desks, took the
box from the desk and coolly walked

warmer or colder than

without

being

tin
off

discovered.

The

In

the

Senate,

the

spect to’ a

dis-

conference

her

object

according

a perceptible

as

the

new

climate

the old.

1861—70,

century,
years

And even

of exactly

similar

of

the

Pacific

Railroad

of the sergeant-at-arms.

Resolutions

for

~quiry into their condition

was

finally or-

dered.

:

FripAY.

In the Senate, Mr. Dawes

a bill

favoring

Captain

plan of Polar exploration.

of-

Howgate’s

A

bill was

passed authorizing the formation of a new
Atlantic submarine telegraph
company.
The Pacific Railroad bills were discussed
at some length. In the House,the deficien-

' ey appropriation and Mexican

award

bills

were passed, and majority and minority
reports on the Louisiana election were pre-

sented,—the former declaring the Tilden
electors chosen, and the

electors.

latter

the

Hayes

D

The decision of the electoSATURDAY.
ral tribunal on the Florida case was com‘municated to Congress on Saturday, and
the Houses again metin joint session to
Objections
* résume the electoral count.
were, however, made on the part of the
Démocrats to the tribunal’s decision, .and
the Houses separated to consider them,
in

accordance with the electoral act. The
-_ decision'was sustained by the Sénate, but

being

meanwhile

post-

The Electoral Commission.

In the Electoral Commission the decis" sion was reached on Wednesday that no
evidence was to be received or considered
in the Florida case, except the various

electoral certificates, and such evidence

as

shall be submitted on the question of the
eligibility

of

Humphries

in the British Parliament.
Fires

of the Week.

A fire in the tin and Japan ware factory
of John C. Jewett & Son,

in

Buffalo, caus-

ed a loss estimated at from $30,000 to
$35,000; covered by insurance.——In New
York, Thursday, in the building 194 and
196 Ww. Houston St. a fire caused a loss of
$90,000.——On Friday a $100,000
ited Swanton, Vt.

fire

vis-

Obituary.

Among the deaths of the week are those
of Rear-Admiral Charles Wilkes, of the

U. S. navy, Sir William
Prof. HenryB. Smith.
Minor

Ferguson

and

Events.

shows

a

reduction

of

$2,069,669 in January.——The case against
ex-Secretary Belknap has been dismissed,

the reason

given by the district attorney

as presidential

islature has passed a bill directing the suspension

of

payment

of

interest on

the

State debt.
A despatch to "the London Ties from
Calcutta states that a gunpowder explosion occurred at Adhemabed, by which 50
persons were killed and 1000 "wounded. tte
General Ignatieff is looked upon as the
probable successor to Prince Gortschakoff,
chancellor of the Russian Empire. —The
Grand Duke Constantine has granted applications to American officers to enter
service in the Prussian
navy.——A
distressing condition of things prevails in the

elector. The vote stood: In favor of the
decision—Justices
Strong, ‘Miller
and coal-mine
districts
of Westphalia
and
Bradley,
Senators Edmunds; Morton and
Rhineland.
A great number of workmen
Frelinghuysen, and Representatives Gar- have been dismissed, and there are over
field and Hoar. Against the
decision—" ‘4000 unemployed persons among whom
the distress is fearful.
No signs of imJustices Clifford and Field, Senators Thurprovement in trade or commerce are perman and Bayard, Representatives Payne,
ceptible.——An explosion took place on
BolHunton and Abbott.
On Thursday, the Tuesday in the Foss colliery, near
Ten men were killed.
Commission
listened to arguments of ton, Eng.
counsel

on the merits of the case

respect-

ing the rival certificates from Florida,
Messrs. Evarts and Shellabarger presenting the Republican side,and Judge Hoadley

of Cincinnatti, Ashbel Green and Mr. Merrick

the

Democratic.

Humphries;

the

Republican Florida elector, was also examined; but no decision was reached till
Friday, when, after secret deliberations, it
was decided that by a vote of eight against
seven
the four ‘electoral votes of Florida should be counted for Hayes
and
Wheeler.
This verdict was reached early
in the eveming, the Commission having
been in almost continuous session since
ten o’clock.
The two questions on which
the discussion turned were the eligibility
of Humphries, and which. was the true return. - Of the first, the Democratic mem-

bérs maintained, with the counsel on that

.

Latest

Representative

News,

Carr,

of

;

Indiana,”

on

Monday, denounced the Democratic leaders of the House for creating the Commission,

and “charged

the-

Democrats

with

treachery and dishonor for attempting to
overthrow the result of the Commission.
His speech
fairly represented a large
element in . the Democratic
party. ——
The strike of the engineers of the Boston and Maine railroad, which has been
threatened for several days past on account of reduction in wages, . occured on
Monday afternoon at four o’clock, and not
only the engineers belonging to the Brotherhood of
omotive Engineers, but a
dozen or more not members of that organization, and all the firemen, joined in the
strike.
The number of engineers who
struckis about 65.
Substitute engineers
have been put on the trains which are naturally more
or less behindhand.
Ne
violence either to individuals or property
is reported

at

any

place

Hall

ed-a warmer climate the rose-tree revived,
and is now in full bloom andin a perfectly

healthy condition.
The functions of life
had been suspended while the tree renot destroyed.
This fact is curious, as
tending to prove that a tree which will
stand frost at all will bear almost any

on

the

line

and

also

that, if

its nat-

ural growth and development are retarded at the proper season, the plant ‘ can not
defer the revival of its development till
the next normal period, but will continue

it sdevelopment at the first opportunity,
which,in this case, after the intense cold of
the Arctic Regions, occurred in the more
moderate cold,—the

“61

an English

comparative

warmth,

Noveniber. willbe

Tn

teresting to see if this plant blooms naturally at the proper season next year.—
London Country.

combined.

eight, voting for. the return of the Hayes
‘electors
and seven voting against it.

Sovision under the bill must
concurrent

oo

The

stand unless
vote

of

both

_ The fate of he
of

the

Congrns on Saturday

Congressional

Be.

is

proceedings

The Apaches.

:

Despatciios from Tucson, Arizona,

state

that the Apaches are killing ‘and plunder-ing the settlers in southeastern Arizona.
Safford has sent a message to
the legislature, dwelling on the inefficient

Govergor

manner in which the

military operations

are being conducted, and recommending
that the legislature memorialize the Secretary of War for assistance in making a vigthe

Indians.

We do not know as any o ther course

at present advisable,

but

rather + rough”to have a

it

is

does

seem

constant

series

of fights with the savages.

A despateh

from Tongue river, Montana, Jan. 19,gives

an apdount
of 8 hihi

of

the Democrats and Republicans.
The convention thereupon desolved, and it is ‘expected that the arguments in the Louisiana
case will be opened before the tribunal today, Tuesday.

thin

EDUCATIONAL,

Gen. Miles

ac

DT

pupils can not be compelled, in any public
schogJ, to study any branch not prescribed by
the law which establishes the common schools.
The studies so prescribed are orthography,
grammar, geography, and United States his
tory. The case came before the Court on

appedl from a lower court decision

mude in

‘Winnebago County.
The latter court grant.
ed damages to the parents for a child’s expulsion from school because she refused to
study book-keeping, and the Supréme Court
affirmed the decision.
(
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GRINDSTONES.
Do not allow a grindstone to stand in water when not in use.
Clean off all grease from tools before

as grease or oil destroys

the
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FORGET IT I”—Singer’s Safety Guard
DON’ T is worth all the Barglar Alarm ever invented.
Agents wanted everywhere.
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re paid on receipt of 26 cents.
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Pa.
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named mixture. In either case care must
be taken that the children do not have ac-

‘ed to do so unwillingly ten years ago; that
is, he would throw aside his profession |
and settle down upon a farm.
Said he:
‘There isn’t much glory in a farm, but
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they may
drink.
Or, if preferred, the
phosphorus compound sold by druggists
for this purpose may be used, but we have

about 200

for superior instruction.
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Prof.B. B.- Welch, of Union University,
has accepted 8 call to Auburn Theological:
Seminary, and his chair wil} be filled by. Prof.
L’Amoreux.
There are 1,062 Jesuits in the Uni
States
and Canada. Besides the University of St.

English réading, writing, arithmetic, Enjtish

“‘orqus ‘campaign against the savages.
A Battle with

the double return were made in behalf
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When mice get into frames, as they often
do, a fearful amount of mischief is done
in a few days, if not destroyed.
This may
easily be done by mixing sugar and butter
or lard smoothly together, in which a little strychnine is incorporated; spread this
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difficulty in establishing themselves. Plant
about five feet apart each way, and mulch
with. manure, after planting and leveling
the soil.
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report

for 1877 SENT FREE, containing armphlec
ence of scores of farmers. and much valuable ine
formalin, Every tarmeér should send for a copy,
W. H. Bowker & Co., Sole Ags, Boston,

Carolina. .......5%0. 6%

in the seventeenth century, and was

Nurserymen propagate their hundreds and grit.
thousands of sorts, simply because a maTo Restore CoLoR.
When color on a
jority of their customers do not know
fabric has been destroyed by acid, ammowhat they want and will not take the ad- nia is applied to neutralize the acid, after
vice of men who do.
The prevailing pas- which an application of chloroform will,
sion with the novice in fruit culture is to in most cases, restore the original color.
Paint For BURIED Woop.
The simtry as many varieties as possible, and we
have known men who had ‘just begun,” plest, and perhaps best paintto prevent
buried wood from decaying is made of
and with very little capital, to go into a boiled linseed oil, into which charcoal is
nursery and undertake to make a short stirred until the whole is of proper conApply with an ordinary paint
purse go a long way, -by purchasing a tree sistency.
or two of each variety, instead of acting brush.
EARACHE.
There is scarcely any ache
the wiser part, selecting from a number of
to which
children are subject, so bad to
trees a few of the very best.
"bear and difficult to cure as the earache.
The man who cultivates fruit for profit. But there is a remedy, never known to fail.
had better confine himself to only a few, Take a bit of cotton batting, put upon ita
and those known to be adapted to his soil pinch of black pepper, gather it up and
and climate. Our pomological, horticul- tie it, dip in sweet oil, and insert into the
Put a flannel bandage over the head
tural and agricultural societies are per- ear.
to keep it warm.
It will give immediate
haps somewhat at fault in this matter, for relief.— Selected.
;
they invariably offer the largest premium
WHEAT IN DRILLS.
Every year’s experifor the largest number of varieties, and it ence is in favor of drilling wheat.
It
shows more and more that, as against sowis not strange that there should be some
ing the seed broadcast, it is economical in
strife for the highest prize. The man who
‘only exhibits a dozen varieties of pears by labor and in seed, and gives a better erop.
The difference in labor is at least $1.00 an
the side of another who spreads out a col- acre, or the cost of two harrowings after
lection of two or three hundred, appears
sowing, or one cultivating.
The differto be rather ‘‘ small potatoes,” although he ence in seed is atleast half a bushel, or
maybe in reality the more extensive cul- fifty cents to $1.00 an acre, and the difference in the crop is fully one-fourth, or uptivator of the two,and deserves more credit
on fairly good soil, six bushels or nine
for possessing wisdom enough to avoid dollars per acre.
such indiscriminate planting of second rate |
sorts.—Moore’s Rural.

of the road.
Other
roads
promise
side, that his resignation was not effective,
to furnish some experienced engineers,
not having been offered to or accepted by and the authorities of the Boston and
the court from . which the appointment Maine say that freight trains will be set
0-0-6
came.
In this view they were sustained by aside for a time, and a new passenger
* 4044
time-table, reducing the number of trains
Justices Clifford and Field.
All the Re- and reducing the rate of speed, will be anpublican members, on the other hand, said nounced soon.——The joint convention . The Maine Mirror gives the testimony
again met on Monday, and the vote of of a New Hampshire boy, now a resident
that the resignation was good in law and
was
counted
for Hayes and
there was no disqualification at the time of Florida
Wheeler. ‘The count then proceeded, the |. of Wisconsin, a fie scholar, a graduate of
his election.
Justices Strong, Miller and Teturns of States in alphabetical order Dartmouth, and a law student in Merrimack
Bradley voted with the Republicans: on
declared, - without objection, until county, who, just previous to his admisn
was reached, when objections to sion to the bar, tooka severe cold, which
the main question, which was the true re-

turn.

day.

Hogs,

— Western Agriculturist.

Ninety persons out of every hundred
who set out fruit trees for home use or
market, indulge in too many varieties.
This one fata! error has ruined more fruit-

dies,
+tHams, peh

two or three years old, with several branches. Such age much better than older plants

TOO MANY VARIETIES.

growers than all other causes

FRUIT.

leave it in the bottom. Manure well as the,
trenching proceeds. Procure young plants,

of the Polaris, in 1871, and

nated and produced healthy plants when
sown under glass on board ship.
Capt. Allen Young, of the Pandora, has
on board his yacht a curiosity in the shape
of a rose tree,grown in England, which has
has been on board ever since he-left England for the Arctic Regions. When in the Polar cold, the treedrooped,and, toall appearances died; but as soon as the vessel reach-

against 24 in the present

produced by the STOCKBRIDGE MANURES,
: . Y-gthe) crops in proportion. These manures made
r-different-erbps.
nated by Prof. Stock:
bridge, of the
Massachusetts
Agricultural
Sollege, dg uséd ou 2.000. are » in 1875; ang
ex cent.

soil to the surface; merely break it up, and

Y§ Captain Nares, in 1876, germi-

amount of cold;

We are sorry to learn that Secretary of
the Treasury Morrill is seriously ill,——
General Hawley has been offered the presidency of the American Commission to
the Paris Exhibition of 1878.——The public debt statement

found

mortality

CULTURE OF THE GOOSEBERRY.

wheat left in the Polar Regions by

Captain

annual

The gooseberry succeeds best in a welldrained, moderately-light loam,
which,
however, should be rich. In making a new
plantation, trench well; but bring no badd

‘mained in the cold latitudes, but they were

Te- | being that t e evidence would not sustain
the prosecution.
The Tennessee legac-

inthe House, by a strict party vote, a
cess until Monday was determined on;

tion in the matter
poned.

| Some

The Eastern Question.

Among the rumors going the rounds in
regard to this troublous theme is one to
the effect that in reference to this Austria
declines to act with Russia; another that
the Prince of Montenegro consents,
under conditions, to negotiate with Turkey;
another that the expectation is that Lord
Salisbury’s course in the conference will
meet with considerable adverse criticism

the

0

funding

their relief and for their release from custody failed to be carried, the Democrats
generally voting against them, and an in-

states that

condition.— Scientific American.

quality

gathered in the South and planted in the
throughout, to maintain the peace of Europe and of the disturbed provinces with- same latitude in which it was grown.
bills was = continued,
Senator
Gordon out infringing upon the independence and
This fact is of the utMost importance to
speaking in defense’of the bill introduced integrity of the Ottoman empire. Her re- agriculturists. To secure early-growing
by him. The printing appropriation bill lations with the other powers continue wheat,it is only necessary to take care that
friendly.
was considered, and the Senate refused to
the seed is gathered in a colder climate
Greater Economy im New York.
concurin the House amendments in the
The
We should think it was about time
to than that in which it was sown.
interest of economy in public printing.
In think of enconomizing in the expenses of N. process is perfectly practicable, as it might
the House, the printing appropriation bill Y. city, with its present enormous debt be so arranged that the wheat sown in the
‘was passed, and the deficiency and naval and increasing three millions a year.’ Ata "North should not be consumed; but preconference held at the mayor’s
office on
appropriation bills were discussed,
Saturday, he remarked that one-half the served for seed for the next season in the
TaURSDAY.
In the Sénate, the Indian departments could be abolished.
At pres- South. The same thing is noticeable among
appropriation bill was considered, and a est the expenses’ of the departments could other plants,and florists and horticulturists
He proposed
number of amendments were agreed to. be reduced thirty per cent.
might take advantage of this circumstance
to merge the building departments into:
The post-office” and Eads
appropriation the fire department, and ‘the excise
to produce both earlier and stronger plants
dehills were also discussed.
In the House,
partment into the police department.
In than they do now, without the appliances
a somewhat warm discussion «was had his opinion it would be necessary to leave for forcing. Another curious fact is that
over the treatment of the members of the out party feeling altogether and work for seeds,—especially wheat,—will stand an
the passage of measures which ‘would be
Louisiana returning board in the custody
immense amount of cold without injury.
beneficial to the city,
cusgion
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about twenty years in ‘the eighteenth century, whereas it is now about forty years.
The mean duration of life depends upon |
the death rate at various ages, which show
Corn, ¥ 56 bs—
the widest range in different parts of the
Yellow.ss.ss72
country, dependent upon their sanitary |

change of climate is not re-

wheat

mortality

This implies that the mean' duration of
life in London was little more than twelve

is

will germinate and ripen much more quick-

was,

on the

CORN === ACHE

PROVISIO!
Beef, Mes
Wit moss 1100
‘West. ext. 1200

St Louis ext.7 50

in the city of London was at the rate of 80
per 1,000 in the latter half of the seventeenth century, and 050 in the eighteenth

quired to show these results; a difference
of a few degrees only in latitude is sufficient to do so. For. example, wheat from
Scotland, sown in the south of England,
ly than

his letter

in England and Wales during the ten years

with the

possessed by different |

vigor,

it

connection

Wiliam: Farr, F. R. 8., in

tothe Registrar-General

brought to light one or

facts in

ment, went quickly to the right to one of

with

Dr.

Arctic

‘plants under varying conditions of climate.
American
research has proved that the
seeds of certain plants if gathered in" one
climate and sown in another, will germinate earlier or later, and with more or less

box contained only $127.
ceived from the regents of the Smithsonian
The
British Parliament.
Institute for a national museum to contain
The British Parliament was opened by the
the government Centennial exhibits.
The
Queen in person on Thursday. Her speech
naval appropriation bill was discussed in considers the Eastern Question and states
that in taking the steps she did with’ rethe House.
:
WEDNESDAY.

curious

powers of growth

+

A cool rebbery was committed on Saturday afternoon in the Western Union Telegraph building in New York.
A stranger
descended in oné of the elevators to the
basement, walked immediately to the door
leading to the rear of the cashiers’ depart-

of Leuisiana, took oecasion to make a personal explanation of his connection with.

.

A Cool Robbery.
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Wolf mountains.

are told that after a desperate struggle of
five hours,the troops succeeded in gaining

it. — Chris-

oes

Tongue river in the

wouldy’ t leave my farm if I had
tian Sec retary.
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with 350 fafantry ‘and about 1000 savages,
| at the Crazy Horse Indian village up the
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